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ABSTRACT Industry 5.0 follows the steps of the Industry 4.0 paradigm and seeks for revolutionizing
the way industries operate. In fact, Industry 5.0 focuses on research and innovation to support industrial
production sustainability and place the well-being of industrial workers at the center of the production
process. Thus, Industry 5.0 relies on three pillars: it is human-centric, it encourages sustainability and it is
aimed at developing resilience against disruptions. Such core aspects cannot be fully achieved without a
transparent end-to-end human-centered traceability throughout the value chain. As a consequence, Auto-
Identification (Auto-ID) technologies play a key role, since they are able to provide automated item
recognition, positioning and tracking without human intervention or in cooperation with industrial operators.
Although the most popular Auto-ID technologies provide a certain degree of security and productivity,
there are still open challenges for future Industry 5.0 factories. This article analyzes and evaluates the
Auto-ID landscape and delivers a holistic perspective and understanding of the most popular and the
latest technologies, looking for solutions that cope with harsh, diverse and complex industrial scenarios.
In addition, it describes a methodology for selecting Auto-ID technologies for Industry 5.0 factories. Such a
methodology is applied to a specific use case of the shipbuilding industry that requires identifying the main
components of a ship during its construction and repair. To validate the outcomes of the methodology, a
practical evaluation of passive and active UHF RFID tags was performed in an Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV)
under construction, showing that a careful selection and evaluation of the tags enables product identification
and tracking even in areas with a very high density of metallic objects. As a result, this article serves as a
useful guide for industrial stakeholders, including future developers and managers that seek for deploying
identification and traceability technologies in Industry 5.0 scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Auto-ID; traceability; Industry 5.0; Industry 4.0; shipbuilding; shipyard; UHF RFID.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industry 5.0 envisions the development of human-centered,
resilient and sustainable smart manufacturing systems that
are able to make use of real-time pervasive networks to
support coordinated and complex processes [1]. As it is
illustrated in Figure 1, such a paradigm relies on a number of
enabling technologies related to Auto-Identification (Auto-

ID), Industrial Cyber-Physical Systems (ICPSs) or to the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which are key for the
digital transformation of manufacturing industries [2]–[5].

Auto-ID systems allow, in an industrial context, for con-
necting the physical world (e.g., products, tools, robots,
factory facilities or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [6])
with the virtual world (e.g., digital twins with simulation
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FIGURE 1: Key enabling technologies for Industry 5.0.

and Artificial Intelligence (AI) models and advanced an-
alytics that automate operations). ICPSs are also a useful
tool, since they enable the seamless integration of physical
environments with embedded computing systems deployed
over communications infrastructure [7]. The data collected
by an ICPS can automatically be fed and linked to work-
shop machinery or robots (e.g., Computer Numerical Control
(CNC) solutions or cutting and bending machines) so as
to enable fully integrated ICPSs. Moreover, ICPSs usually
rely on IIoT architectures that ease big data collection and
processing, enable sensing and actuation capabilities, and
provide a basic platform for interconnecting different ICPSs.
At the same time, IIoT architectures require using Auto-ID
technologies to provide an infrastructure with the ability to
identify unambiguously thousands of objects. Thus, Auto-ID
technologies lay the groundwork for supply chain traceability
by identifying physical objects through unique identifiers
that can be linked to a location. Moreover, in industrial
environments, auto-identification, localization, communica-
tions and computing technologies must link both worlds
while coping with harsh and complex deployments with strict
requirements.

Shipbuilding is an example of an industry that can be
optimized through Industry 5.0 technologies, since there are
a number of complex daily processes that can be improved
during the construction and repair of large vessels [7]. In fact,
Industry 5.0 fits perfectly into shipbuilding needs, because:

• It requires a significant amount of human labor and its
workers safety and well-being are critical.

• The involved processes demand the use of multiple

materials, so supply chain disruptions have a significant
impact on the productivity of a shipyard.

• It needs to make use of a huge amount of certain mate-
rials (e.g., steel), which can be processed and reused in
a sustainable way.

To achieve such Industry 5.0 benefits, shipbuilding com-
panies would need to make use of Industry 4.0 technologies,
like the Spanish company Navantia did in the last years
through a Joint Research Unit (JRU) called ‘The Shipyard
of the Future’. The JRU was established in collaboration
with the University of A Coruña (UDC) and is devoted to
study the applicability of different technologies to shipyards
and ships. Among the research lines of the Shipyard of the
Future project, the authors of this article have worked in the
one called ‘Auto-ID for Intelligent Products’, which studies
how to perform the automatic identification and traceabil-
ity of different shipbuilding components, tools or products,
throughout their lifetime. As a result, the researchers detected
in the last years an increase in the number of available Auto-
ID technologies that can be useful in Industry 5.0 scenarios,
so the current landscape must be evaluated to have a holistic
perspective and understanding to choose the best technolo-
gies. Thus, this article analyzes the most recent Auto-ID
technologies for supply chain traceability and describes a
methodology for deploying Industry 5.0 Auto-ID solutions.
Such a methodology is based on the definition of use cases
and, to validate it, a practical evaluation of a traceability
system for an Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) is performed.

Specifically, this article includes the following main con-
tributions, which, as of writing, have not been found together
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in the literature:
• It provides an extensive comparison on the latest and

most popular Auto-ID technologies for Industry 5.0
applications.

• A specific use case is analyzed thoroughly: the de-
ployment of an Auto-ID system for identifying and
tracking items in a ship under construction. For such a
use case, the performance of UHF RFID is evaluated
in real environments when using different tags. It was
not found in the literature any practical evaluation in
a similar scenario and, in fact, to the knowledge of
the authors, this is the first article that performs the
mentioned analysis in a warship under construction.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
reviews the related work on Industry 5.0 and on the use of
Auto-ID and traceability technologies for factories and for
the shipbuilding industry. Section III characterizes the pro-
posed methodology, while Section IV describes the analyzed
use case. Section V details the design of the system, including
the communications architecture, and provides a thorough
review on the currently available Auto-ID technologies. Sec-
tion VI describes the implemented Auto-ID solutions and
Section VII illustrates their validation through multiple tests
performed in a ship under construction. Finally, Section VIII
is devoted to the conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK
A. INDUSTRY 5.0: MAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND

CHALLENGES

Industry 5.0 is a concept essentially put forward to push the
European industry to make it future-proof, resilient, sustain-
able and human-centered [1]. Thus, Industry 5.0 goes beyond
the Industry 4.0 paradigm and tries to reach societal goals
in conjunction with jobs and growth. In this way, Industry
5.0 pursues prosperity in a sustainable manner, looking to
increase productivity without removing human workers from
the manufacturing industry.

It must be emphasized that Industry 5.0 should not be in-
terpreted as a chronological continuation or as an alternative
to the Industry 4.0 paradigm [1]. Instead, the concept can
be regarded as a fusion of current European industrial and
societal trends, so Industry 5.0 complements the key features
of Industry 4.0. In fact, Industry 4.0, since its conception in
2011 [8], has been essentially focused on factory digitaliza-
tion, production flexibility and efficiency optimization rather
than on societal issues like social fairness or environmental
impact. Therefore, Industry 5.0 refocuses Industry 4.0 princi-
ples and orients industrial research and innovation towards a
human-centered and environmentally conscious future. Such
goals are in part similar to the ones defined by Society 5.0,
a concept presented by the Japanese government in 2015 [9],
which tries to balance economic development with societal
and environmental problems [1].

The European Commission has identified six Industry 5.0
categories that are considered key due to being part of future
technological frameworks [10]:

• Individualized human-machine interaction.
• Bio-inspired technologies and smart materials.
• Digital twins and simulation.
• Data transmission, storage and analysis technologies.
• Artificial Intelligence.
• Technologies for energy efficiency, renewables, storage

and autonomy.
Auto-ID technologies can be considered as part of individ-

ualized human-machine interactions (as tracking technolo-
gies), but they can also be used by digital twins (as part
of cyber-physical systems) or as data transmission/storage
technologies (in relation to traceability systems).

B. AUTO-ID AND TRACEABILITY TECHNOLOGIES FOR

INDUSTRY 5.0 FACTORIES

Although certain Industry 5.0 technologies for auto-
identification and traceability have been previously analyzed
in the literature [11], [12], the large-scale and complex nature
of industrial networks still present several challenges ranging
from security to performance issues, especially in relation
to communications protocols [13]. One of the most relevant
challenges is the reliability of communications according to
the requirements of the different applications (e.g., latency or
packet loss rate). For instance, although there is a number of
previous reviews on the evaluation of wireless technologies
for mission-critical scenarios [14], there is a lack of in-depth
research on the use of wireless technologies for practical
industrial scenarios [15]–[20].

Among the different wireless communications technolo-
gies to identify, locate and trace items, Radio Frequency
IDentification (RFID) is currently the most popular, since it
has been already carefully evaluated and deployed success-
fully in multiple industrial scenarios [21]–[23]. Nonetheless,
there is a number of less mature technologies that should
be explored. This was the objective of the authors of [24],
who reviewed the use of recent wireless technologies for
Industry 4.0, but they only considered the ones with a range
over a hundred meters. Other authors focused on specific
technologies like ZigBee, WirelessHART, ISA100.11a or
Wireless Network for Industrial Automation - Process Au-
tomation (WIA-PA) [25], or on Low-Power Wide-Area Net-
work (LPWAN) solutions [26].

Regarding the application of Industry 4.0/5.0 technologies
to the shipbuilding industry, it must be first noted that infor-
mation about such an industry is not easily accessible, mainly
due to confidentiality and competitive advantage reasons.
Moreover, there are not many articles in the literature that
apply Auto-ID and traceability technologies to shipbuilding.
Furthermore, most of the available documentation is outdated
or presents the proposed systems without giving a lot of
detail.

Considering the previous clarifications, it can be high-
lighted the work from several authors that have studied the
application of Industry 4.0 technologies to common ship-
building tasks, like hull blasting [27], hull maintenance [28]
or welding [29]–[32]. One of the few papers that describes
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an Auto-ID system for the shipbuilding industry is [33],
where the authors make use of a Bluetooth-based positioning
system to locate workers in a shipyard with roughly one
meter of accuracy inside a workshop. A similar system is
proposed in [34].

Other authors make use of wireless communications tech-
nologies that have not been explicitly developed for Auto-
ID, but which can be used for such a purpose. For example,
in [35] the authors target workforce safety in relation to
the exposition to several potential hazards (e.g., toxic gases
generated in confined spaces during welding), which can be
critical in the case of very dynamic shipbuilding environ-
ments like ships under construction, where it is complicated
to deploy fixed and wired infrastructure to monitor and detect
dangerous situations (e.g., gas leaks). For such scenarios,
Perez et al. [35] proposed a wireless multi-hop remote gas
monitoring system based on Zigbee that connects gas detec-
tors to control stations outside vessels. The network is auto-
configured dynamically in case of network failure or rede-
ployment, so sensor nodes communicate and are identified
by using ZigBee.

Another example of a shipyard safety management system
based on an Auto-ID technology is presented in [36]. Such a
system makes use of RFID to provide a risk-free backward
operation of forklift trucks with a sensor-based monitoring
service to ensure driver safety during pipe transportation.
More recent research is described in [37] and [38]. In [37]
Jung et al. describe a Health, Safety and Environment (HSE)
system for shipyards and onshore plants that uses LoRaWAN
for identification and to improve packet reception rate in
underground and confined spaces. In the case of [38], the
authors use ultrasounds to increase workforce information
updates from twice per day to twenty times per minute.
However, the authors point out that further research is needed
in emergency evacuation, hazard and explosion warnings, or
in logistics optimization.

It is also possible to fuse the use of Auto-ID with other
disruptive Industry 5.0 technologies. For instance, Extended
Reality (ER) solutions have been introduced in the last years
to enhance human-machine interaction in manufacturing pro-
cesses carried out in shipyards. Specifically, Industrial Aug-
mented Reality (IAR) can assist operators when visualizing
the location of items [39], while virtual reality can be used
jointly with sensor networks and RFID to track shipyard
assembly processes and supplies [40].

Finally, it is important to emphasize that, in Industry
5.0 environments, metal has a strong impact on wireless
communications [21]. For such a reason, the authors of [41]
evaluated the performance of passive RFID tags on helical
and toroidal metal pipes. In addition, the literature provides a
number of identification tags and components that have been
specifically designed to enable communications in such harsh
environments (e.g., UHF RFID tags for containers [42]–
[44]).

C. PREVIOUS WORK OF THE AUTHORS

For the sake of fairness and to emphasize the novelty of the
work presented in this article, it is worth noting that during
the last six years the authors of this article have tested a
number of different Auto-ID and traceability technologies in
shipbuilding scenarios. Therefore, this article departs from
the authors’ background knowledge on the design and imple-
mentation of advanced Auto-ID and traceability solutions for
shipyards and ships.

First, it must be mentioned that one of the previous articles
describes thoroughly the shipyard environment in relation to
the main factors that impact wireless communications [7]. In
addition, such an article presents accurate indoor positioning
results in a pipe workshop using Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) algorithms and Kalman filtering to stabilize
the Received Signal Strength (RSS). A follow-up to such a
work is provided in [45], where an Industrial Cyber-Physical
System (ICPS) is devised for enabling automatic event de-
tection in a shipyard workshop through an active RFID
system that made use of fingerprinting and different RSS
stabilization techniques. In addition, in [46] it is described
an ICPS that uses edge computing devices that are integrated
and tested together with Siemens Manufacturing Execution
System (MES) (Simatic IT). The performed experiments
showed that fog computing gateways, under regular loads and
in the selected scenario, reacted up to 481 times faster than
a cloud. A more recent work is [47], which validates the use
of a Bluetooth 5 fog computing based ICPS architecture for
a pipe workshop.

Moreover, the authors of this article studied the interaction
with other Industry 4.0/5.0 technologies. For instance, in
[48] an IAR communications architecture for a shipyard
is presented and evaluated with payload sizes according
to demanding Microsoft HoloLens applications [49] and
when using a cloud, a cloudlet and a fog computing sys-
tem. Packet communications delay and transmission latency
requirements are carefully analyzed. A follow-up work is
presented in [50], where an IAR application embeds a novel
collaborative protocol that allows operators to interact among
them and with virtual objects in a synchronized way.

Finally, with respect to workforce safety, the authors detail
in [51] the design and evaluation of a near real-time decen-
tralized monitoring system. Data are collected by Internet of
Things (IoT) wearables that measure both personal and envi-
ronmental data. Specifically, each shipyard operator wearable
sends the collected data to the nearest LoRaWAN gateway,
which transmits them to a number of nodes where infor-
mation is stored in a distributed manner. Additionally, the
system stores and processes the collected data through smart
contracts in a blockchain, which ensures the immutability of
data that can be shared with the involved stakeholders (e.g.,
insurance companies, supervisors or medical services).

III. AUTO-ID SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed development methodology,
which is based on four stages that allow for analyzing,
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designing, implementing and validating Auto-ID solutions
for Industry 5.0 scenarios. Specifically, the following are the
main steps of the methodology when applied to shipbuilding:

1) Analysis. The selected use case is first described in
a general manner, emphasizing its main goals. Then,
the specific operational and technical requirements are
detailed and analyzed together with the application
scenarios.

2) Design. The communications architecture is proposed.
The main hardware and software components of the
Auto-ID system are determined and the most appropri-
ate technologies are selected. Thus, it is first required
to carry out a detailed analysis of the available Auto-
ID technologies and then select the most convenient
technologies that in the middle and long term will be
able to cope with the requirements determined during
the analysis stage.

3) Implementation. The designed Auto-ID system is im-
plemented by using the selected hardware and soft-
ware.

4) Experimental validation. The developed system is first
tested in the lab and then in real-world scenarios so
as to determine whether it fulfills the requirements
established in the analysis stage.

FIGURE 2: Proposed development methodology.

The next sections apply the previously described method-
ology to a specific use case: the development of an Auto-
ID system for identifying and keeping traceability of the
components of a ship under construction.

IV. STAGE 1: USE CASE ANALYSIS
A. SCENARIO DEFINITION

The selected use case goal is to provide identification and
to keep traceability of the most relevant components of a
ship under construction. The ship was chosen because it
represents one of the most challenging scenarios in a shipyard
when deploying an Auto-ID system. It is a very dynamic
environment (e.g., there are numerous metallic objects and
structures, some of which are continuously being moved
by operators, causing multiple and varying reflections). In
addition, there are multiple confined spaces where it is

complicated to deploy a communications infrastructure [52].
Specifically, a Navantia’s Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) was
selected as a reference scenario for the Auto-ID system: it is a
modern military ship with advanced technology that operates
as a Command and Control vessel, it is 90 m long, which is a
moderate size, and has a life span of typically 30 years. The
shipbuilder is responsible for providing lifecycle support for
a period of five years with a five-year extension option.

Note that such a scenario can be considered an Industry 5.0
application scenario, since item identification and traceability
can help to improve sustainability, to develop human-centric
solutions or to enhance the resilience of the production chain.

Navantia has a Production Unit in the estuary of Ferrol
(Galicia, Spain), where there is a shipyard for the construc-
tion and repair of ships like patrol vessels, frigates and
other warships. As it was previously mentioned, this unit,
and all the company, is involved in a major transformation
to leverage the Industry 5.0 paradigm and thus upgrade its
shipyards with the latest technological innovations. The aim
of this transformation is to enhance the level of efficiency and
competitiveness and, consequently, to ensure future sustain-
ability. Such a transformation requires increasing the number
of fully automated and robotized processes with connected
machines and ICPSs. This enhanced intelligence will come
from the supply chain, with the end result being ships that
will maintain a high level of intelligence throughout their op-
erating lives. Moreover, this intelligence, which will be found
in the different facilities, equipment, materials and products
of the shipyard and the ship, will also be extended beyond
the shipyard, backed by a network that integrates the dif-
ferent stakeholders (e.g., suppliers, partners and customers)
in a horizontal and vertical way. Thus, all processes will be
supported by information and communications technologies
that will manage design, manufacturing, maintenance and
logistics in an integrated manner by using 3D design, process
simulation tools and other Industry 5.0 technologies.

Inside Navantia’s shipyard, the most relevant locations for
traceability purposes are warehouses, workshops and ships
under construction or repair. The construction of a ship is
relatively straightforward: each ship is first divided at a
design level into blocks, which are then manufactured into
the different workshops of the shipyard and finally assembled
in a slipway (a specific area that allows for sliding ships down
to the sea). As an example, Figure 3 shows a picture of an
already built ship block.

A ship repair involves working in a complex scenario and
is composed by several phases. The first one is the stowage
of the construction materials, which are stacked in a near-
by dock, waiting for a crane to load them onto the ship to
be repaired through any of the caesarean sections created
for such a process. The stowage is carried out on demand.
The repair materials stacked on the dock may be labeled
individually or stacked on pallets.

Once inside the ship, materials are placed near the location
where they will be finally installed. There is no clear criterion
on where to place the materials since the distance to the
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FIGURE 3: Example of a ship block.

mounting point may vary for practical reasons (e.g., in order
to avoid hindering the work of other operators). In the case
of pipes, which exist in a huge number and are one of
the key pieces of a ship, they have different characteristics
that potentially influence their identification and location.
Depending on such a location, pipes can be found exposed
on the ceiling, either mounted (as it is shown in Figure
4), unconnected/connected and/or surrounded by multiple
obstacles, which are made of metallic or plastic materials.

The density of pipes varies significantly among the differ-
ent types of ships. The difficulty of locating pipes depends
on such a density, which is not particularly high except in
specific areas. The most critical case of pipe density and
metallic insulation occurs in the different spaces of the ship in
which pipes go under the raised floor, which is also metallic
(an example of open floor is shown in Figure 5). During
ship assembly and repairs such an underfloor insulation is
complemented with metal walkways that are added to ease
the work of the operators.

In addition, it should be noted that most of the spaces are
covered with a thermal and sound insulator. Such an insulator
is located both on the ceiling above the pipes and surrounding
the pipes, having a minimum thickness of about 50-60 mm. In
the same way, it must be considered the insulation produced
by the doors, which are made of metal or of plywood and a
metallic frame.

FIGURE 4: Mounted pipes on the ship ceiling.

FIGURE 5: Pipes under metal floor.

B. OPERATIONAL AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

Table 1 enumerates the main operational and technical re-
quirements related to the selected use case.

Such requirements are grouped by capabilities: deploy-
ment features, mobility capabilities, security capabilities,
network topologies, coverage capabilities, robustness capa-
bilities, Services and Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities,
interoperability capabilities, target platforms and proof of
Return of Investment (ROI), which take into account the
three main foundations of Industry 5.0: human-centricity,
resilience and sustainability.

V. STAGE 2: DESIGN
A. COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE

Figure 6 shows the proposed communications architecture
for the selected use case. Such an architecture can be divided
into three main layers (the two lower layers are deployed
inside the OPV, while the layer at the top is outside, in
Navantia’s internal cloud facilities):

• The bottom layer consists of the components of the
Auto-ID system: the Auto-ID readers and the tracked
industrial items. Each Auto-ID reader embeds four sub-
systems:

– The Auto-ID subsystem makes use of tags that are
attached to objects like industrial tools, accessories
or products. Note that the tags can also be carried
by operators to locate and to identify them, or
to monitor different environmental parameters for
hazard prevention [51].

– The visual identification subsystem essentially
makes use of a digital camera or of a barcode reader
to read data from different types of barcodes (e.g.,
traditional 2D barcodes, QR codes).

– The local storage is where the collected data and
the relevant Auto-ID information are stored. This
is key in environments like the OPV, where there
are places with no communications coverage, but
where operators need to access certain data about
the tracked items.

– The communications subsystem allows the Auto-
ID reader to exchange information with the upper
layers.
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TABLE 1: Capabilities and design goals of the development of an Auto-ID system for ship construction and repair.

Capability Description of the main design goals/operational requirements

Deployment features

The Auto-ID system is part of a more complex ICPS with an IIoT architecture. An example of such an architecture will be further detailed in Section V-A.

The deployment characteristics depend on the existences of confined spaces in the ship.

The Auto-ID system operates both in cooperation with industrial operators or without human intervention. In the latter case, the system must be as automatic and autonomous as
possible, ideally requiring no human intervention in the identification, data collection, processing and information exchange. Mechanisms to automate and ease machine-to-machine
communications (e.g., smart contracts) must be added.

Customized functionality (e.g., enable dynamic and automatic updates on the information [53], location and context awareness services for operators) should be considered.

Since there is a number of obstacles inside a ship, Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) between the reader and the tags must be supported.

Cost-effective deployment, plug-and-play capabilities [54] and easy maintenance are required.

It is expected a progressive growth in the number of monitored items/products, therefore scalability should be guaranteed.

Only technologies prepared to tolerate a significant presence of metal should be considered.

In some specific scenarios within the ship, the selected tags should be ruggedized to support exposure to liquids, salinity, fuel, chemicals or other corrosive substances. In the
shipyard, humidity levels are relatively high.

Mobility capabilities
Certain degree of mobility is necessary. For example, operators may make use of wearables or mobiles readers, while robots should be able to move quickly or to reach a relatively
high speed.

Security capabilities
Resource-constrained IIoT devices may not be able to execute the necessary cryptographic algorithms for securing them [55], [56]. Additional security mechanisms should be
considered.

Network topologies
The network architecture of the Auto-ID system should primarily address Point-To-Multipoint (PMP) or Point-to-Point (P2P) links. However, for mobile platforms, mesh
communications should be considered.

Coverage capabilities
It should be distinguished between situations when a maximum distance of one hop is necessary and scenarios where the distance to be covered requires making use of intermediate
relays.

Robustness capabilities

The Auto-ID system should provide robustness to signal interference and loss of network operation. The presence of metal inside a ship creates signal reflections, blockage and
electromagnetic interference in RF communications [57] that can be caused by weapons, machinery or other ship’s navigation, tactical or surveillance systems that operate at the
same of similar frequencies, that degrade system performance and affect system reliability [21], [58]. For mesh and PMP modes, the network should provide redundancy and be
robust to avoid single points of failure (e.g., the failure of one or a few nodes must not compromise the operation of the network as a whole).

When deployed in locations where multiple technologies operate simultaneously, the Auto-ID system should consider measures to avoid electromagnetic interference from adjacent
users in the same frequency band.

Fault tolerance and enhanced resilience to cyber-attacks should be included in the computing architecture by design.

Services and QoS capabilities

The Auto-ID system should ensure a timely and successful delivery of different classes of services/applications. Such classes may range from critical applications with strict QoS
requirements (e.g., with near real-time responses) to monitoring applications with more flexible QoS requirements. Examples of the main services are [17], [59]:

• Safety critical systems that require immediate response on events, with a latency in the order of tens or hundreds of µs or a few milliseconds.
• Control systems:

– Closed-loop: systems controlled via feedback loops that operate either periodically or based on events. They may or may not have stricter latency requirements than
safety systems.

– Open-loop systems: non-feedback systems where the action is completely based on the input.
• Alert systems that send periodical or event-based notifications.
• Data collection systems that gather information and forward it to a server (e.g., logs).

Interoperability capabilities
Fully compliant with standards and legacy systems.

Support for cross-industry collaboration with different stakeholders (e.g., suppliers, insurance, government).

Target platforms
A wide range of items and people can be tagged (e.g., pipes, tools, workers).

The previously mentioned deployment and robustness features should be supported by the target platform.

Proof of Return on
Investment (ROI)

The ROI generated by the Auto-ID system should be measured with metrics (i.e., KPIs) related to the increased productivity, workforce safety and sustainability.

• The middle layer is the fog layer. Fog, mist and edge
computing solutions enable cyber-resilience in aspects
like no single-point-of-failure and geographically re-
dundant distributed platforms, and decentralized pro-
cessing [46], [55]. These computing architectures imply
that resource-constrained IoT end-devices have stor-
age, local processing capabilities and even high-security
mechanisms [60] that allow for moving computational
resources to the edge of the network to provide low-
latency responses [61]. As it can be seen in Figure
6, the proposed fog layer is composed by local and
remote fog gateways. Every fog gateway is essentially
a Single-Board Computer (SBC) (e.g., Raspberry Pi,
Beagle Bone, Odroid-C4 or Orange Pi PC) that provides

fog services. Such services process the requests from
the Auto-ID readers and provide fast or even real-
time responses without requiring forwarding them to
the upper layer, which is outside the OPV. Shipyard
operators can use mobile devices like tablets, smart
phones or Industrial Augmented Reality (IAR) glasses
[62] through a wireless router to connect wirelessly to
fog gateways to receive information about the Auto-ID
system without needing an Auto-ID reader. With respect
to the deployment, in order to provide local ad-hoc ser-
vices, fog gateways should be physically scattered close
to the working areas. Nonetheless, the proposed com-
munications architecture allows physically distributed
fog gateways to communicate with each other in order
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FIGURE 6: Proposed communications architecture.

to collaborate when providing services.
• The top layer is the cloud, which provides remote

computational services. Fog gateways can communicate
with the cloud, which is where the most compute-
intensive tasks are executed. In addition, the cloud

servers provide access to remote users and other in-
dustrial networks to the data collected by the Auto-
ID system. In the case of Navantia, such tasks are es-
sentially performed by either proprietary developments
or third-party software, so the architecture should be
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fully integrated and interoperable with other products
and services of the shipbuilding company (e.g., digital
twin, Manufacturing Execution System (MES), Enter-
prise Resource Planning (ERP) or Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) software).

B. POTENTIAL AUTO-ID TECHNOLOGIES

Among the different technologies required to deploy the
communications architecture described in the previous sec-
tion, this article focuses mainly on the ones able to imple-
ment the Auto-ID, communications and visual identification
subsystems. The most relevant Auto-ID and communications
that can be used for providing identification capabilities in
Industry 5.0 applications are enumerated in Tables 2 and 3.
Such technologies are compared in the Tables in terms of
their standardization body, operating frequency, maximum
range, maximum data rate, modulation scheme, encryption,
topology, latency, battery lifetime, cost, key advantages and
limitations and main applications.

The presented comparison is carried out according to
their current capabilities, but note that some technologies
(and even specific features) evolve at a very fast pace. For
example, while Tables 2 and 3 include Wi-Fi 6, some authors
have already anticipated the novel features of Wi-Fi 7 (IEEE
802.11 be) [63] or Wi-Fi sensing (IEEE 802.11 bf [64]).

The following subsections analyze the most relevant fac-
tors that impact the selection and deployment of an Auto-ID
system inside an OPV.

1) Wired versus Wireless communications
An OPV is a very aggressive environment that may present
flammable gases, chemicals and/or exposure to humidity and
high temperatures. Such conditions may severely affect a
wired deployment. In addition, there are a number of areas
that are hard to reach. As a result, the deployment and
maintenance of wired technologies can become expensive
and time-consuming. For such a reason, the vast majority of
the technologies in Tables 2 and 3 are wireless, but it should
be noted that wireless technologies present other challenges
that will be identified in the next subsections.

2) Business model
The technologies that rely on a subscription are not ideal for
many industrial scenarios due to their fees and due to the
dependence on the mobile carrier, who is the responsible in
case of failures or maintenance. One example of such type of
technology is SigFox, which is a network-operated technol-
ogy that includes a subscription service fee that allows up to
140 messages (12 Bytes per message) per device per day, and
a transmission rate of 100 bits/s when operating at 868 MHz.

In addition, it is important to consider the advantages
of making use of open-standard non-vendor specific tech-
nologies instead of proprietary ones. For instance, NB-Fi
is a proprietary technology approved by National Standard
by the Russian Federal Agency on Technical Regulation
and Metrology in February 2019. NB-Fi relies on different

manufacturers: ST Microelectronics for the STM32 micro-
controller, WAVIoT for the NB-Fi transceiver and ON Semi-
conductor for the AX5043 transceiver.

3) Computer network type
Tables 2 and 3 consider two types of wireless technolo-
gies that fit into the proposed Auto-ID scenario: short-range
wireless and LPWAN technologies. Although there is not a
unique definition for short-range wireless communications, it
generally refers to Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN)
and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) technologies.
Examples of these technologies are Thread, WirelessHART,
Z-Wave, DASH7, ANT+ or Ultra-Wide Band (UWB).

Recently, LPWANs [65], [66] are gaining relevance due to
their long range, low power capabilities and great scalability.
Other aspects like security are currently being analyzed [67].
Examples of LPWAN technologies are LoRa/LoRaWAN,
NB-IoT or SigFox.

For the proposed use case within the Navantia’s OPV, short
range wireless technologies are sufficient for identification,
but LPWAN technologies must be considered in other cases
when it is necessary to take the signal out from some areas
inside the OPV (e.g., confined spaces) to the remote locations
in the shipyard.

4) Bandwidth
In general, a higher bandwidth implies wider channels,
higher data rates but worse penetration capabilities that may
reduce the range considerably in industrial scenarios. On the
contrary, sub-GHz technologies use narrow channels (e.g., a
few hundred KHz) that have lower data rates but better signal
penetration capabilities.

5) Standardization body
Ideally, the used technologies should have been standardized
to guarantee compatibility and a wide range of manufac-
turers. Thus, most of the wireless technologies analyzed in
Tables 2 and 3 are regulated by standard organizations (e.g.,
ISO/IEEE, IEC, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP),
ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T),
European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI), In-
ternet Engineering Task Force (IETF)) and different alliances
that perform certification testing to make sure that wireless
networking equipment complies with the standards (e.g.,
Wi-Fi Alliance, Enocean Alliance, LoRa Alliance, MIOTY
Alliance).

6) Operating Frequency
It is important to distinguish between technologies that op-
erate in licensed or unlicensed bands. The former implies
that part of the spectrum is reserved, thus mitigating elec-
tromagnetic interference, but there is an entry barrier due to
the spectrum scarcity and the expensive license fees. On the
contrary, unlicensed bands have a more reduced cost but they
have to implement additional mechanisms to protect against
the electromagnetic interference and congestion caused by
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TABLE 2: Most relevant characteristics of the latest Auto-ID and communications technologies for Industry 5.0.

Technology
Standardization

Body

Operating

Frequency
Maximum Range Max. Data Rate

Modulation

Scheme
Encryption Topology Latency Battery Lifetime

Barcode/QR
[68]–[70]

Different (e.g.,
ISO 15415, ISO
15416, ISO/IEC

18004:2015 [71])

-
Depends on code size, but usually

less than 1 m
− −

Information can
be encrypted

Point to point −

No batteries
required when

printed on paper

NFC [72]

ISO/IEC 14443,
ISO/IEC 18092,

ISO/IEC
ECMA-340,

ISO/IEC
ECMA-352

13.56 MHz <20 cm 424 kbit/s
ASK, FSK,

OOK, BPSK
AES

Point to Point,
Point to

Multipoint
−

No batteries are
required for most

tags

LF RFID [73]

ISO/IEC 11785,
ISO/IEC 14223,
ISO 21007 (LF),

ISO 18185-5 A/B,
ISO/IEC 18000:
Part 2, ASTM,
EPCglobal [74]

30–300 KHz
(125 KHz)

<10 cm <640 kbit/s ASK, FSK, OOK
May implement

security
mechanisms

Point to point,
Point to

Multipoint
−

Tags require no
batteries

HF RFID [75]

ISO/IEC 15693,
ISO/IEC 14443
A/B, ISO 21007
(HF), ISO/IEC
18000: Part 3,

ASTM,
EPCglobal [76]

3–30 MHz
(13.56 MHz)

<10 m <640 kbit/s
DBPSK, PJM,
BPSK, ASK,
FSK, OOK

May implement
security

mechanisms

Point to point,
Point to

Multipoint
−

Tags require no
batteries

UHF RFID [77]

ISO 18185-5,
ISO/IEC 18000-6,

ISO 18000-6C
(EPC Class 1 Gen

2), ISO 10374,
ISO/IEC 18000:
Part 7, ASTM ,
EPCglobal [78]

30 MHz–3 GHz <120 m <640 kbit/s

FSK, ASK,
DSB/SSB/PR-

ASK, PSK,
BPSK, GMSK,
DBPSK, OOK

May implement
security

mechanisms

Point to point,
Point to

Multipoint
−

From days to
years

Infrared (IrDA) [79]

IEEE/ISO 11073
[80], Infrared

Data Association
(IrDA)

300 GHz to
430 THz

Up to a few meters
2.4 kbit/s − 1 Gbit/s

(FIR, 4 Mbit/s)
Pulse (FIR,

4PPM)
No link-level

security
Point to point − Years

Ultrasounds [81], [82] − >20 to 40 KHz
Up to a few meters (typically up to

10 m)
250 kbit/s

Different (e.g.,
ASK, FSK, PSK)

−

Point to point,
Point to

multipoint
− Years

RuBee [83] IEEE 1902.1 [84] 30–900 kHz Up to 30 m Up to 8 kbit/s ASK, BPSK − Point to point − Several years

UWB [85], [86]

IEEE 802.15.3
[87] , IEEE

802.15.4 [88],
UWB Alliance

[89]

3.1 to 10.6 GHz < 100 m
>110 Mbit/s, up to

27 Mbit/,s for 802.15.4a
BPSK, QPSK

AES,
authentication:

CBC-MAC
(CCM), data

protection: 32-bit
CRC, error con-
trol/reliability:

ACK, CSMA/CA

Piconet,
peer-to-peer

− Hours to months

BLE (Bluetooth 4.2)
[90], [91]

IEEE 802.15.1
(inactive)

2.4 GHz >100 m 250 kbit/s, 1 Mbps GFSK

E0 stream cipher
AES-128,

authentication:
shared secret,

data protection:
16-bit CRC

Point-to-point,
piconet

(scatternet), star,
mesh

Around 3 ms
(less than 10 ms)

Several years on
a single coin-cell

battery

WirelessHART [92],
[93]

Proprietary, IEEE
802.15.4 physical

layer, IEC
62591:2016 [94]

2.4 GHz <10 m 250 kbit/s OQPSK AES-128 Star, mesh − Several years

ZigBee [95]

IEEE 802.15.4
(layer 1 and 2)

[96], Connectivity
Standards

Alliance [97]

868-915 MHz,
2.4 GHz

30 m (indoor) and <100 m
(outdoor) for 2.4 GHz, up to

hundreds of meters outdoors for
868-915 MHz

20−250 kbit/s
BPSK (+ASK),

OQPSK

AES-128,
authentication:

CBC-MAC
(CCM), data

protection: 16-bit
CRC, error con-
trol/reliability:

ACK, CSMA/CA

Star, cluster tree,
mesh

Around 15 ms

Very low power
consumption,
100-500µW,
batteries last

months to years

Z-Wave [98]
Z-Wave Alliance
[99], proprietary

868-915 MHz 30 m (indoor), 100 m (outdoor) 40-200 kbit/s FSK/GFSK

AES-128, data
protection: 8-bit
CRC, error con-
trol/reliability:

ACK, CSMA/CA

Mesh 1 s
Alkaline batteries

last months to
years

ANT+ [100]
Proprietary

(ANT+ Alliance)

2.4 GHz (1 MHz
channel

bandwidth)
30 m

20 kbit/s (burst), 60 kbit/s
(advanced burst)

GFSK
AES-128 and

64-bit key
Point-to-point,
star, tree, mesh

− Around one year

Wi-Fi [101]–[104]
IEEE

802.11b/g/n/ac

2.4–5 GHz
(22 MHz channel

bandwidth)
<150 m Up to 600 Mbit/s QPSK

AES block
cipher,

authentication:
WPA2 (802.11i)
and WPA3, data
protection: 32-bit

CRC

BSS, ESS Less than 20 ms

High power
consumption,
500 mW - 1 W

(batteries usually
last hours)

Wi-Fi HaLow
[105]–[107]

IEEE 802.11ah
[108]

License-exempt
bands around

900 MHz (20 to
160 MHz channel

bandwidth)

<1 km
100 Kbit/s per channel, up

to 347 Mbit/s
BSK to

256 QAM
WPA-3 Star-bus

100 ms (typical
beacon interval)

Power
consumption of 1

mW
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TABLE 2: Most relevant characteristics of the latest Auto-ID and communications technologies for Industry 5.0 (cont.).

Technology
Standardization

Body

Operating

Frequency
Maximum Range Max. Data Rate

Modulation

Scheme
Encryption Topology Latency Battery Lifetime

Wi-Fi 6 [109]
IEEE 802.11ax

[110]

Between 1 and
6 GHz (2.5 and
5 GHz), 20 to

160 MHz channel
bandwidth,
10 Gbit/s

<3 km Around 1,200 Mbit/s
BSK to

1024 QAM
WPA 3 BSS, ESS Around 10 ms −

Insteon [111] Proprietary [112] 902-924 MHz 50 m (outdoor) 13,165 Kbit/s FSK

AES-256, rolling
codes, publick
key, error/con-
trol/reliability:

8-bit checksums

Full mesh − Several years

EIB/KNX RF [113]
KNX Association
[114], ISO/IEC
14543-3 [115]

868 MHz and
2.4 GHz

150 m 16.4 kbit/s FSK AES-CCM
Line, tree and

star
− Several years

EnOcean [116]

EnOcean Alliance
[117], ISO/IEC

14543-3-1X,
proprietary

868 MHz,
902 MHz and

928 MHz
(280 KHz
channel

bandwidth)

30 m (indoors), 300 m (outdoors) 120 kbit/s ASK
AES-CBC and

AES-CTR
Mesh

40 ms (typical for
transmitting three

identical radio
telegrams)

Very low
consumption or

battery-less
thanks to using

energy harvesting

Thread [118]

IEEE 802.15.4
[119], Thread
Group [120],
OpenThread
(open-source

implementation
by Google [121])

2.4 GHz band,
with a roadmap

to sub-GHz
bands

Up to 200 m 250 kbit/s
IEEE 802.15.4
modulations

AES-128.
Commissioning
uses standard
DTLS with
ECJ-PAKE

Mesh − Several years

SAW (Surface
Acoustic Wave)

[122]–[124]
-

Variable, it can
be in the GHz

range
(VHF/UHF)

3-10 m -

Pulse, phase or
frequency based

modulations
(typically)

-
Point to point,

point to
multipoint

-
No batteries for

passive tags

IQRF [125]
IQRF Alliance

[126]

Sub-GHz ISM
bands (433 MHz,

868 MHz, and
916 MHz)

Hundreds of meters, up to 1 km 100 kbit/s GFSK AES-128 Mesh 400 ms 5-10 years

Bluetooth 5 [127],
[128]

Bluetooth Special
Interest Group

(SIG) [129]

2.4 GHz (2400-
2483.5 MHz)

<400 m Up to 2 Mbit/s GFSK AES-CCM Star-bus, mesh <3 ms
Power

consumption
1-20 mW

DASH7 [130]
DASH7 Alliance
[131], ISO/IEC
18000-7 [132]

315–915 MHz <10 km 27.8 kbit/s 2-GFSK AES, 16-bit CRC
Tree, simple

routing two hops
1-2 s (typical)

Low power
(batteries can last

months to 10
years)

EC-GSM-IoT [130] 3GPP Release 13

900 MHz,
2.4 GHz

(200 kHz channel
bandwidth)

15 Km
350 bit/s to 70 kbit/s
(GMSK), 240 kbit/s

(8PSK)

GMSK/8-PSK,
TDMA, FDMA,

Half Duplex

Yes (described in
3GPP Release

13)
Star 10 s Several years

RPMA (INGENU)
[133]

INGENU [134]
2.4 GHz (1 MHz

channel
bandwidth)

15 km (urban), 80 km (rural)
624 kbit/s (DL)/
156 kbit/s (UL),

30 Mbit/s

RPMA-DSSS
(UL), CDMA

(DL)

128-bit and
256-bit AES

Star, tree, > 500K
nodes

10 s 10+ years

LoRa, LoRaWAN
[135]

LoRa Alliance
[136]

868 MHz,
915 Mhz,

2.4 GHz (channel
bandwidth of

125 kHz)

Kilometers (2-5 km urban, 15 km
suburban, <50 km rural)

50 kbit/s
Chirp-based
modulation

128-bit AES
Star on star,
> 40K nodes

1-10 ms >10 years

LTE-M [137] 3GPP

Different
licensed UHF

bands (1.4 MHz
carrier

bandwidth)

10-25 km
300/375 kbit/s (variable),

up to 1 Mbit/s

QPSK, QAM
(OFDMA

Full-duplex)
3GPP AKA Star, >1M nodes 10-15 ms 10+ years

MIOTY [138]

MIOTY Alliance
[139], proprietary,

ETSI (TS
103-357)

Sub 1 GHz,
2.4 GHz

(200–600 kHz of
channel

bandwidth)

5 km (city), 15 km (rural) and
30 km (free space)

407 bits/s

Telegram
Splitting

Ultra-narrow
Band (TS-UNB)

AES-128 Star
3.6–30 s (10–245
byte messages)

Up to 20 years

NB-Fi [140]
Proprietary but

open [141]

Unlicensed ISM
bands (868 MHz,
915 MHz, other
sub-GHz bands),
50 Hz - 25.6 KHz

channel
bandwidth

Up to 10 km (urban), up to 40 km
(rural)

50, 400, 3,200 and 25,600
bit/s

DBPSK

AES-256 or other
symmetric block
cipher algorithm

with 256-bit
encryption key

Typically star,
mesh is possible
with an NB-Fi

transceiver

-
Up to 10 years on

battery power

NB-IoT [142] 3GPP

700, 800 and
900 MHz

(200 kHz carrier
bandwidth)

10-15 km
200 kbit/s (typically

100 kbit/s)

BPSK, QPSK
(OFDMA

Half-duplex)

Yes (defined by
3GPP)

Star, > 200k <10 s
>10 years with a
battery capacity

of 5 Wh

SigFox [133], [143],
[144]

SigFox [145]

868-902 MHz,
915-928 MHz

(100 Hz channel
bandwidth)

3-10 km (urban), 30-50 km (rural) 100 kbit/s
GFSK (DL),
DBPSK (UL)

AES Star, > 25K nodes 1-30 ms

10 years sending
1 message, <10
years sending 6

messages
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TABLE 2: Most relevant characteristics of the latest Auto-ID and communications technologies for Industry 5.0 (cont.).

Technology
Standardization

Body
Operating
Frequency

Maximum Range Max. Data Rate
Modulation

Scheme
Encryption Topology Latency Battery Lifetime

Weightless-P [146],
[147]

Weightless SIG
[148]

License-exempt
sub-GHz

frequency bands
(e.g., 138 MHz,

433 MHz,
470 MHz,
780 MHz,
868 MHz,
915 MHz,
923 MHz),
12.5 KHz
channel

bandwidth

15 Km 100 kbit/s GMSK, OQPSK AES-128/256 Star Low 3-8 years

Weightless-N [149],
[150]

Weightless SIG
[148]

License-exempt
sub-GHz

frequency bands
(200 Hz channel

bandwidth)

3 Km (urban) 100 kbit/s
Differential
binary PSK
(DBPSK)

AES-128 Star Low 10 years

Weightless-W [146],
[147]

Weightless SIG
[148]

License-exempt
sub-GHz

frequency bands,
470-790 MHz

5 km 100 Mbit/s
6-QAM, BPSK,
QPSK, DBPSK

128/256-bit AES Star Low 3-5 years

Wi-SUN/IEEE
802.15.4g [151]

Wi-SUN Alliance
[152]

<2.4 GHz 1 Km 50 kbit/s−1 Mbit/s 2-GFSK AES-128 Mesh 0.02 s

FAN devices
consumption is
less than 2 uA

when resting and
only 8 mA when

listening.
Batteries can last

more than 10
years

TABLE 3: Cost and main advantages, limitations and applications of the latest Auto-ID and communications technologies for
Industry 5.0.

Technology Cost Main Advantages Main Limitations Main Applications

Barcode/QR
[68]–[70]

Very low cost (<e 0.05)
Visual decoding, optical

(laser)

LoS, only read, scanners
need humans to operate,

limited data capacity,
limited reliability (no

ruggedness: wrinkled and
smeared tags will not

work)

Asset tracking and
marketing

NFC [72] Low cost Tags require no batteries

Short communications
distance, reading range

decreases in the presence
of liquids and metal

objects

Asset tracking, payments

LF RFID [73] Low cost readers and tags

Tags require no batteries,
can be read through metal
and through items storing

liquids

Short reading distance
Product tracking and

security access controls

HF RFID [75] Low cost readers and tags
Tags require no batteries,
more reading range than

LF RFID tags

Worse performance than
LF RFID with liquids and

metal objects

Product tracking,
payments

UHF RFID [77]
Low cost tags, readers

may be expensive
Longer reading range than
other types of RFID tags

Batteries need to be
recharged or replaced

periodically

Asset tracking,
access/security, supply

chain, vehicle
identification

Infrared (IrDA) [79] Low cost

Physically secure data
transfer, different data

rates and coding schemes
depending on the type

(SIR, MIR, FIR, VFIR,
UFIR, GigaIR)

Need for LoS for proper
operation, low data rates

Remote control, data
transfer

Ultrasounds [81], [82]
Moderate (around $20 per

tag, hundreds of dollars
per exciter/reader)

Based on sound wave
propagation,

sub-centimeter accuracy

Short reading distance and
very low wall penetration,
so its practical accuracy

depends on the number of
deployed readers

Asset positioning and
location

RuBee [83]
Low cost tags ($6 per tag

in high volumes)

Magnetic propagation,
low energy consumption,

good propagation with
metal

Licensed solutions
Applications with harsh

electromagnetic
propagation

UWB [85], [86] Moderate

High location accuracy
(< 50 cm), low

electromagnetic
interference

Interference resilience is
low with the simplest

receivers, network size

Real-Time Location
Systems, short-distance

streaming
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TABLE 3: Cost and main advantages, limitations and applications of the latest Auto-ID and communications technologies for
Industry 5.0 (cont.).

Technology Cost Main Advantages Main Limitations Main Applications

BLE (Bluetooth 4.2)
[90], [91]

Low (<$100 gateway, $5
module)

Easy deployment, low
electromagnetic

interference, good for
small data chunks

Not very flexible,
eavesdropping issues,

limited mobility, up to one
master and 7 slaves (but

scatternet unlimited)

Beaconing

WirelessHART [92],
[93]

Expensive gateways
Compatibility with HART

protocol

Deployments are
expensive for large

factories

Wireless sensor network
applications

ZigBee [95]
Low ($50 gateway, $5

module)

Low power, reliable and
scalable (up to 65,536

nodes)

Potential electromagnetic
interference with other

ISM-band devices,
consumption is not low

when sleep modes are not
used appropriately

Sensor networks, smart
buildings and industrial

applications

Z-Wave [98] Low cost
Very low power, up to 232

nodes
Up to 4 hops Home automation

ANT+ [100] Moderate
Ultra-low power, up to

65,533 nodes
Not adequate for strict

QoS requirements
Health, sport monitoring

Wi-Fi [101]–[104] Moderate
High-speed, ubiquity, easy

to deploy and access

Security vulnerabilities,
poor multipath

performance, high
electromagnetic

interference with other
ISM-band systems

Wireless LAN
connectivity, Internet

access

Wi-Fi HaLow
[105]–[107]

−

Low power, different QoS
levels (8192 stations per

AP)
− IoT applications

Wi-Fi 6 [109] − Backwards compatibility −

Wireless LAN
connectivity, Internet

access

Insteon [111] Moderate Up to 2
42 nodes Gateway required

Home automation, access
control

EIB/KNX RF [113]
Relatively expensive

transceivers
Up to 256 nodes per line −

Home and building
automation

EnOcean [116] Moderate Up to 2
32 nodes −

Energy harvesting
building automation

applications

Thread [118] −
Seamless integration with

IP networks

Vulnerable to
electromagnetic

interference

Home automation and IoT
applications

SAW (Surface
Acoustic Wave)

[122]–[124]
Low

Identification, sensor and
wireless capabilities for

passive devices,
electromagnetic

interference immunity

Niche market, few
industrial

implementations

Components (e.g., filters,
resonators, delay lines,

correlators), use for
inaccessible locations

IQRF [125]
Low ($80 gateway, $8

module)
Low power and long range −

IoT applications,
telemetry

Bluetooth 5 [127],
[128]

Low
Low power (batteries can

last days to months)
Trade-off among different

PHY modes
Beacons, IoT applications

DASH7 [130]
Moderate-High, $100 -

$1000 /gateway

BLAST (Bursty, Light,
Asynchronous, Stealth,

Transitive) network
technology

Low data rate

Product tracking and
identification, smart

industry and military,
M2M communications

EC-GSM-IoT [130] Low

Improved GSM/EDGE
security, high number of
subscriber terminals (i.e.,

50.000 per cell)

Not design to support data
throughput>10 kbps,

requires paying a
subscription

Machinery control,
IoT/IIoT applications

RPMA (INGENU)
[133]

Low cost

Multiple access,
electromagnetic

interference robustness,
time/frequency

synchronization, uplink
power control, downlink
data rate optimization,

handover

Lack of mobility
M2M and IoT
applications

LoRa, LoRaWAN
[135]

Low cost Resistant to interference

Limited size data packets,
limited QoS (there is no
acknowledgment of all

packages)

Logistics, IIoT
applications

LTE-M [137] Low
Uses existing LTE

network, multicasting,
positioning, VoLTE

Coupling, repetitions slow
down the transmission

IoT applications

MIOTY [138] Moderate

Better scalability and
scale than LoRa networks

and a lower cost and
better performance than

low-power cellular
networks (1.5 million
messages per day or

500.000 nodes (3
msgs/day))

Use cases are limited Industrial IIoT
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TABLE 3: Cost, main advantages, main limitations and main applications of the latest Auto-ID and communications
technologies for Industry 5.0 (cont.).

Technology Cost Main Advantages Main Limitations Main Applications

NB-Fi [140] N/A as of writing

Decentralized
architecture, adaptive data
rate, optimized spectrum

utilization algorithms
based on SDR technology
and AI techniques, highly
scalable (up to 2 million

sensor nodes), full-duplex
for BSs and half-duplex

for devices

-
M2M communication

applications

NB-IoT [142]
High, SIM needed,

$15000 per base station
LTE in-band, guard-band,

wide area coverage
No handoff support IoT applications

SigFox [133], [143],
[144]

Low cost Global cellular network

No FEC, BS may not
support multiple sectors,
140 messages per day per

device

IoT applications

Weightless-P [146],
[147]

Moderate
High reliability and

scalability

Scarcity of hardware,
infrequent update

specification, require kit
and AP to operate

IoT applications

Weightless-N [149],
[150]

Low (lower than
Weightless-P)

Supports mobility and
connectivity among

carriers

Unidirectional
communications

IoT/IIoT applications

Weightless-W [146],
[147]

Moderate
Designed to operate in TV

white space spectrum,
relatively high data rates

− Industrial applications

Wi-SUN/IEEE
802.15.4g [151]

Moderate

Field Area Networking
(FAN) and Home Area

Networking (HAN)
profile, Multi-hop support

− Smart grid and metering

other networks that operate in the same frequency band.
For instance, interference can be mitigated with PHY (e.g.,
frequency hopping) or MAC layer mechanisms. In addition,
the use of unlicensed bands is often related to limitations in
power transmission and duty-cycle, which may be optimized
depending on application requirements like delay, energy
consumption or collisions [153].

With respect to the technologies compared in Tables 2 and
3, there are some like ZigBee [52], LoRa or Sigfox that can
use frequencies below 1 GHz, which have better signal prop-
agation in industrial environments than frequencies above
them [154].

In fact, technologies that work in the 2.4 and 5 GHz
bands, like BLE, Wi-Fi, ZigBee and WirelessHART, must be
carefully considered, since electromagnetic interference from
other wireless systems that operate on the same frequency
band can occur, which derives into having worse propaga-
tion characteristics in industrial scenarios than when lower
frequencies are used [155]–[158].

In the case of UHF RFID and DASH7, they both operate in
a frequency that is sensitive to some extent to the electromag-
netic interference present in a shipyard, but which is slightly
less aggressive than the one that may happen in the 2.4 GHz
band [159].

Technologies like UWB, frequently used in indoor po-
sitioning [160], make use of very high frequencies, whose
propagation is difficult in highly-metallic environments
[161]. For the case of ultrasounds, although the technology
uses frequencies that do not cause electromagnetic interfer-
ence with the scenario under evaluation, they can interfere
with the weapons of a warship (ultrasounds may induce the

ignition of weapons [162]).
It must be noted that although channel modelling of metal-

lic environments such as factories is well established, there
is limited, and mainly outdated, literature on wireless radio
propagation within ships [163]. Due to its unique struc-
ture and operation, the channel characteristics and multipath
propagation are different from those reported in the literature
for metallic industrial scenarios [164].

7) Maximum range

Barcodes are currently one of the most used Auto-ID tech-
nologies of Navantia and also in many industrial companies
due to their cost and simplicity. They can be either 2D or 3D
(e.g., QR codes), require Line-of-Sight (LoS) and can be read
at distances that range from centimeters to several meters,
depending on their type and size.

Technologies like LF/HF RFID or NFC are only appropri-
ate for identifying objects at a short distance (e.g., under half
a meter). As a consequence, when considering the deploy-
ment restrictions inside an OPV, the selection of such Auto-
ID technologies would imply to not to be able to provide a
ubiquitous Auto-ID system.

On the contrary, there are long range technologies that
have a maximum range that can reach kilometers in un-
licensed bands (e.g., LPWAN technologies like LoRa/Lo-
RaWAN) or that are aimed at being global thanks to the use of
a complex communications network (e.g., NB-IoT, SigFox,
LTE-M). However, the latter require paying fees and the use
of a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) or an eSIM (electronic
SIM).
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Finally, it must be noted that the maximum range achieved
by the technologies is also determined by the network topol-
ogy: some technologies like ZigBee or Bluetooth are able
to deploy mesh networks where relay nodes allow for sig-
nificantly increasing the transmission distance (from a few
hundred meters to kilometers).

8) Maximum data rate
The maximum data rate is related to PHY and MAC layer
features like the operating frequency band, available band-
width or the modulation and coding scheme.

Table 2 shows that there are technologies like LoRa and
SigFox that have good signal propagation, but provide low
data rates, so they are not suitable for Industry 5.0 scenarios
that require transmitting payloads at high speed.

Other technologies such as IEEE 802.11 b/g/n/ac and Wi-
Fi 6 are able to reach high data rates, but this is achieved at the
expense of increasing energy consumption, thus decreasing
their battery lifetime.

9) Modulation scheme
The reliability of a technology over long distances depends
largely on its modulation and coding scheme. Fewer points
in the constellation diagram provide more reliability and, at
the same time, less data rate. For example, Binary Phase Shift
Keying (BPSK) is slower but more reliable than Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (QAM). Nonetheless, note that the
robustness of a technology can also be improved by using re-
transmissions at the MAC layer and error control techniques,
although such techniques imply additional latency.

10) Encryption and Transmission Security
Most of the technologies compared in Table 2 implement
some kind of data encryption mechanism. One of the most
used is Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which is a
symmetric algorithm that is currently considered secure for
key lengths of 128 bits. However, note that the fast evolution
of quantum computers threatens AES security, which will
have to double its key length in the next years [165].

Moreover, most Auto-ID technologies make use of addi-
tional security mechanisms for authentication and data pro-
tection. In the case of the latter, Cyclic-Redundancy Check
(CRC) is the most frequent choice.

Furthermore, in order to avoid data corruption and, at the
same time, control the access to the wireless channel, tech-
nologies like Wi-Fi, UWB or ZigBee implement protocols
like Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA).

11) Topology
Topology has a significant impact on the performance of a
deployment. For example, in a single-hop network, robust-
ness depends on a single link and the system can only be
extended by deploying additional base stations. In practice,
such an approach constrains the capabilities of a network,
since the number of additional base stations is limited. In

contrast, multi-hop networks provide more robustness and
range extension, although they incur in additional latency and
energy consumption due to data forwarding and routing.

There are technologies like Bluetooth or ZigBee that are
able to implement mesh networks, which provide communi-
cations redundancy and cover long distances. However, such
a kind of networks may suffer from bottlenecks that can occur
when several devices communicate directly with the gateway
of a mesh network.

In the case of star topologies, a device (e.g., a gateway)
centralizes the message exchanges with the deployed end
devices. Such a centralization frequently derives in the fact
that the central device becomes a single-point-of-failure that
can get saturated, so technologies like LoRaWAN implement
protocols that negotiate communications frequency accord-
ing to factors like distance or message length [166].

12) Latency
Latency has a significant impact on Auto-ID performance,
especially in Industry 5.0 systems with real-time restrictions.
Although Table 2 indicates estimations of the latency for part
of the compared technologies, it is important to note that
different factors can increase latency in industrial environ-
ments, like the deployment topology (e.g., the number of
required intermediate relay nodes), traffic load, the existence
of electromagnetic interference or the scenario complexity
(in terms of the number of obstacles, which increase the
communications path length).

Moreover, it is worth noting that latency for technologies
like BLE or UWB is conditioned by the selected beaconing
intervals. Nonetheless, in the case of Wi-Fi HaLow, there
is recent research that mitigates the mentioned dependency
on beaconing intervals by adjusting the Restricted Access
Window (RAW), a configurable medium access feature of
IEEE 802.11ah [167].

As a consequence, an Industry 5.0 developer should ana-
lyze every specific deployment case individually in order to
estimate latency accurately.

13) Battery lifetime
Although there are many studies that model and/or evaluate
energy consumption of emerging wireless communication
technologies, there are many factors that may impact the
battery lifetime of an Industry 5.0 deployment like the trans-
mission power, data rate, topology (consumption is increased
with forwarding and routing operations in multi-hop net-
works), MAC design (e.g., scheduling, contention resolu-
tion), coding or the use of Forward Error Correction (FEC),
as well as the chosen hardware. For instance, for a specific
technology and when transmitting at a fixed power, the lower
the data rate, the longer the transmission time, which implies
a higher consumption and, therefore, a reduction of the
battery lifetime.

Nonetheless, it can be stated that there are certain Auto-
ID technologies that have been conceived having low energy
consumption in mind, while others have not. For example,
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Bluetooth 5 or EnOcean have been specifically designed
to reduce energy consumption significantly under certain
circumstances. In addition, there are other technologies like
ZigBee, whose transmission power is not very low, but which
make use of deep sleep states to reduce average power
consumption dramatically.

In contrast, other technologies like Wi-Fi 6 have not been
conceived for minimizing energy consumption but to pro-
vide good indoor range and fast WLAN communications
(although mechanisms to manage certain aspects related to
power consumption are frequently provided).

14) Cost

The cost of an Auto-ID solution for Industry 5.0 scenarios
needs to consider aspects like the price of the tags and
readers, the communications network deployment cost or the
need for paying service fees. Sometimes there is also an
additional cost for the use of specific front-end and back-end
industrial software, but, since such a software is related to
certain manufacturers (not to the technology), it is not taken
into account in Table 3.

Considering the previous clarifications, it can be stated that
there are really cheap technologies (e.g., QR codes), low-
cost technologies (e.g., LF/HF RFID, BLE), technologies
whose tags are cheap, but their readers can be expensive
(e.g., UHF RFID) and technologies that require paying data
use or monthly fees (e.g., SigFox, NB-IoT). In any case,
Industry 5.0 developers should make an economic feasibility
plan that takes all costs into account before deciding on the
deployment of a specific Auto-ID technology.

Parameter Fully Partially Non-compliant
Type Auto-ID WPAN Others

Standardization Open Standard
Proprietary
Standard

No Standard

Operating
Frequency

Unlicensed
Bands

Licensed
Bands

Restricted Bands

Maximum
Reading
Range

> 20 m
Between
10 m and

20 m
Up to 10 m

Maximum
Data Rate

More than
5 kbit/s

Between
1 kbit/s and

5 kbit/s
<1 kbit/s

Security

Standard
Encryption

and
Authentication
Mechanisms

Non-
Documented

Security
Mechanisms

No Security
Support

Battery
Lifetime

> 5 Years
(Lifecycle-

Support Period
of the OPV)

Up to 5
Years

Up to 2 Years
(Less than Half
of the Lifecycle

Support Period of
the OPV)

Cost Low Moderate
High, Payment of

Service Fees

TABLE 4: Technical requirements to be fulfilled to be a fully,
partially and non-compliant technology.

C. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION

The suitability of the different technologies analyzed in the
previous subsection was evaluated. First, part of the technolo-
gies were discarded due to different reasons:

• The next technologies were not selected essentially
because, although they could be potentially used for
the proposed application case, they were actually de-
vised for sensing/actuation IoT applications rather than
optimized for Auto-ID applications: WirelessHART,
ZigBee, Z-Wave, ANT+, Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi HaLow, Wi-
Fi 6, Insteon, EIB/KNX-RF, EnOcean, Thread, IQRF,
EC-GSM-IoT, RPSMA, LoRa/LoRaWAN, LTE-M,
MIOTY, NB-Fi, NB-IoT, SigFox, Weightless-P/N/W
and Wi-Sun.

• The following Auto-ID technologies were discarded due
to their short reading range: bar/QR codes, NFC, LF
RFID, HF RFID and IrDA.

• Ultrasounds and SAW were not selected due to the lack
of standardization.

The remaining technologies were the ones actually com-
pared. Table 4 shows the parameters that were considered
to determine whether a technology was fully, partially or
non-compliant according to the operational and technical
requirements of the proposed application for the OPV. In
Table 5 the technologies fully compliant with the operational
and technical requirements are colored in green while the
ones non-compliant are colored in red. The requirements that
are partially fulfilled are colored in yellow. In addition, it is
worth mentioning that the column ’Type’ was added in order
to distinguish the technologies that have been conceived as
Auto-ID technologies from the ones that can be used for such
a purpose, but which are not optimized for it. Moreover, other
columns were grouped or removed respect to Tables 2 and 3
in order to simplify the comparison:

• Maximum Data Rate considers jointly the different pa-
rameters from Table 2 that impact data rate.

• The topology is omitted from the comparison due to
having a lower impact on the selected use case than
other selection parameters.

• Latency is not included for the sake of carrying out a
fair comparison, because, as indicated in the previous
subsection, there are different parameters that influence
it.

• Column Reading Range considers not only the maxi-
mum ranges indicated in the previous subsection, but
also the fact of providing NLoS communications and
good signal propagation, which are essential for the
proposed use case.

• Cost considers deployment and running costs. For the
selected scenario, technologies that require the payment
of service fees (e.g., LTE-M, NB-IoT, SigFox) were
considered as non-appropriate.

After a thorough comparison, four technologies were se-
lected: UHF RFID, RuBee, BLE and Dash7. BLE was dis-
carded because of its battery lifetime and the scarcity of
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TABLE 5: Comparison of the most promising Auto-ID technologies for the OPV use case. Color legend: green (fully compliant
with the operational and technical requirements), yellow (partial fulfillment) and red (non compliant).

Technology Type Standardization
Operating

Frequency

Reading

Range

Maximum

Data Rate
Security Battery Lifetime Cost

UHF RFID Auto-ID

ISO 18185-5, ISO/IEC 18000-6,
ISO 18000-6C (EPC Class 1 Gen
2), ISO 10374, ISO/IEC 18000:

Part 7, ASTM , EPCglobal

30 MHz–3 GHz <120 m <640 kbit/s Yes

From days to years
(batteries need to be

recharged or replaced
periodically)

Low cost
tags, readers

may be
expensive

RuBee Auto-ID IEEE 1902.1 30–900 kHz Up to 30 m
Up to

8 kbit/s

No security
documentation

was found
Several years

Low cost
tags,

moderate
cost of the

readers

UWB
Auto-ID &

WPAN
IEEE 802.15.3 3.1 to 10.6 GHz < 100 m

>110 Mbit/s,
up to

27 Mbit/,s
for

802.15.4a

Yes
Hours to months

(batteries need to be
recharged)

Moderate

BLE WPAN IEEE 802.15.1 2.4 GHz >100 m
250 kbit/s,

1 Mbps
Yes

A few years on a
single coin-cell

battery

Low (<$100
gateway, $5

module)

Bluetooth 5 WPAN Bluetooth SIG 2.4 GHz <400 m
Up to

2 Mbit/
Yes

Days to months
(batteries need to be

recharged)

Low (similar
to BLE)

DASH7 Auto-ID
DASH7 Alliance, ISO/IEC

18000-7
315–915 MHz <10 km 27.8 kbit/s Yes Months to 10 years

Moderate-
High

industrial ruggedized tags. RuBee was also discarded due to
the lack of a diversity of manufacturers (there is currently
only one world-wide manufacturer), which supposes a clear
dependency. As a consequence, two technologies were se-
lected: UHF RFID and Dash7. In practice, active UHF RFID
and Dash7 are similar in terms of performance, so the former
was selected together with passive UHF RFID to carry out
the implementation and empirical evaluations described in
the next sections.

VI. STAGE 3: IMPLEMENTATION
A. HARDWARE

In order to test the selected active and passive RFID tech-
nologies, the hardware described in the next subsections was
chosen.

1) Passive RFID hardware
A cost-effective mobile reader based on Windows CE (A6-
UHF Long Range) was selected to provide mobile identi-
fication [168]. The A6 UHF RFID SEUIC terminal is an
industrial PDA/UHF RFID reader with an external direc-
tional antenna and a 3.5” touch screen. It provides multiple
connectivity options (e.g., Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPRS, GPS)
and has the possibility of incorporating barcode, QR code
and camera scanners.

For the sake of fairness, multiple tags were selected to
carry out the passive RFID validation. They were all from
Omni-ID [169], a company that manufactures a wide range
of UHF RFID tags for industrial environments. Specifically,
the following tag families were selected:

• Fit UHF Tag on-metal family. Model: Fit 400.
• Exo UHF Tag on-metal family. Models: Exo 600, Exo

750 and Exo 800.

• Dura UHF Tag family. Models: Dura 600, Dura 1500
and Dura 3000.

• Adept UHF Tag family. Model: Adept 360°-ID.
The main specifications given by the manufacturer on the

selected tags are summarized in Tables 6 and 7, and are
described next:

• Fit 400 tags [170] have a small form factor and support
high temperatures, being able to withstand temperatures
of up to 235°C. With a maximum reading range of 4 m,
Fit 400 tags are well suited for reduced spaces or when
the tracked asset is very small, but high performance is
demanded.

• Omni-ID Exo 600 [171] tags have been designed for
achieving a long reading range and a broad reading
angle when attached to metal bars. Therefore, they are
suitable for logistics, warehouse applications and Re-
turnable Transport Items (RTI). These tags can be easily
mounted using rivets or closed cell foam adhesive.

• Omni-ID Exo 750 [172] provides a broad reading angle.
It is well suited for being attached to metal assets with a
square form factor. Omni-ID Exo 750 offers reliability
in both outdoor and industrial applications, specially
RTI applications, with a moderate durability.

• Omni-ID Exo 800 [173] is a long reading range passive
UHF RFID tag with a small size that is optimized to
read on, off, and near metal surfaces. In addition, it has
high durability and it has a ruggedized design for long
term use outdoors. Furthermore, it can be embedded
into a transparent case that can be used to provide full
protection to a printed QR code or a barcode.

• Dura 600 [174] is a small form factor RFID tag, with
extreme impact resistance and good on-metal perfor-
mance. Its flexible durable thermoplastic elastomer case
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TABLE 6: Specifications of the selected passive RFID tags.

Family Model Form factor
Max. Reading

Range
Dimensions Weight

Frequency

Range
Material

Material

Compatibility
IC Type (chip) Protocol Memory

Fit 400 4 m 13.1×7.1×3.1 mm 380 g

866-868 MHz
(EU)

902-928 MHz
(US)

Ceramic, painted
black

Optimized for metal Alien H3
EPC Class 1

Gen2v2

EPC - 96 bits, User -
512 bits, Unique TID -

64 bits

Exo

600
Fixed reader:

6 m, handheld:
3 m

With holes:
80×15×12 mm,

without:
60×15× 12 mm

12 g
860-930 MHz

(GS)

Grey ABS Rigid
Plastic, supported

impact: 10 kg
from 1 m

Optimized for metal
Impinj Monza

4QT
EPC Class 1

Gen2v2

EPC - 128 bits, User -
512 bits, Unique TID -

48 bits

750
Fixed reader:

7 m, handheld:
3.5 m

51×48×12.5 mm 25.6 g
860-930 MHz

(GS)
ABS Optimized for metal

Impinj Monza
4QT

EPC Class 1
Gen2v2

EPC - 128 bits, User -
512 bits, Unique TID -

48 bits

800
Fixed reader:

8 m, handheld:
4 m

110×25×13 mm 26 g
860-930 MHz

(GS)

Grey ABS Rigid
Plastic, supported

impact: 10 kg
from 1 m

Optimized for metal
Impinj Monza

4QT
EPC Class 1

Gen2v2

EPC - 128 bits, User -
512 bits, Unique TID -

48 bits

Dura

1500
Fixed reader:

15 m, handheld:
7.5 m

140×66×14 mm
79 g (ABS) 82 g

(PC)
860-930 MHz

(GS)

ABS or
Polycarbonate,

supported
impact: >25 kg

from 1 m

Optimized for metal Alien H3
EPC Class 1

Gen2

EPC - 96 bits, User -
512 bits, Unique TID -

64 bits

3000
Fixed reader:

35 m, handheld:
20 m

210×110×21 mm 265 g
860-930 MHz

(GS)

ABS or
Polycarbonate,

supported
impact: >25 kg

from 1 m

Metal and
non-metallic

substrates
Alien H3

EPC Class 1
Gen2

EPC - 96 bits, User -
512 bits, Unique TID -

64 bits

600
Fixed reader:

5 m, handheld:
2.5 m

49×38×9.5 mm 12 g

902–928 MHz
(US)

865–868 MHz
(EU)

Durable
Thermoplastic

Material
Optimized for metal Alien H3

EPC Class 1
Gen2

EPC - 96 bits, User -
512 bits, TID - 64 bits

Adept

850 8.5 m 65×45×8 mm 34 g 860-960 (GS) ABS Optimized for metal Qstar-5A
EPC Class 1

Gen2

EPC - 240 bits User -
64 Kbits (high memory

tag)

360 10 m 136.5×48×5.5 mm 126 g
860-930 MHz

(GS) 13.56 MHz
(HF opt.)

Steel frame,
supported

impact: >25 kg
from 1 m

Any (metal and
non-metallic
substrates)

Alien H3 (UHF)
NXP I-Code (HF

opt.)

UHF - EPC Class
1 Gen2, HF
(Opt.) - ISO

15693

UHF EPC - 96 bits, UHF
User - 512 bits, UHF TID
- 64 bits, HF (opt.) - 1 Kbit

design and foam adhesive makes it optimal for as-
set management and heavy industrial applications with
curved or contoured assets (e.g., valves, pipes).

• Omni-ID Dura 1500 [175] is a durable long-range tag
with extreme impact resistance and high temperature
ratings. According to the manufacturer, it is suited for
outdoor heavy industry deployments (e.g., container
tracking for yard management, defense asset manage-
ment or cargo tracking).

• Omni-ID Dura 3000 [176] reaches a reading range of
up to 35 m, on, off or near metals and liquids. Its main
features are high impact resistance, waterproof and a
durable case. It is optimized for tracking large assets
in open storage environments, without worrying about
battery duration.

• Regarding the Omni-ID Adept family, Adept 360° [177]
has a 360° reading angle for the harshest environmen-
tal applications. It is encased in an industrial steel
frame with a tether attachment that is specially de-

signed for heavy industry applications. It is ideal for
tracking slings, shackles and heavy machinery. It is
available with a range of options, including a surface
etching/printing finishing option and a dual technology
option. With respect to Omni-ID Adept 850 [178], it
is a durable tag with 64 Kbits of user memory that is
specifically designed to store production data through-
out global manufacturing operations.

2) Active RFID hardware
The selected active RFID reader was an NPR ActiveTrack-2
[179], which, according to the manufacturer, has a coverage
radius of 45 meters with standard antennas. In addition, high-
gain antennas were acquired to extend its coverage to about
90 meters. Among the different tags supported by such a
reader, the Active RuggedTag-175S tag [180] was chosen,
since it is designed to withstand aggressive environments and
is sonically welded, which helps to resist the effects of mar-
itime environments. Its lithium CR2032 battery lasts more
than 4 years. With respect to its form factor, its dimensions
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TABLE 7: Specifications of the selected passive RFID tags (cont.).

Family Model Form factor
Operating

Temperature

Max. Temperature Exposure

(Max. constant exposure = 700
hours)

Ingress
Protection

Shock and
Vibration

Attachment Typical Application

Indicative

Price per
Single Unit

Datasheet
Reference

Fit 400 -20°C to +85°C -20°C to +235°C IP68 MIL STD 810-G
Film adhesive (included). For placement only in

applications exceeding +85°C

Metal hand tools, metal IT assets including covert tracking,
embedding into metal components, autoclaves and high

temperature sterilizations
e5.8 [170]

Exo

600 –40°C to +85°C –40°C to +85°C IP68 MIL STD 810-G Mechanical (std), cable tie, premium foam (option) Logistics and postal, automotive, retail and warehousing e3.48 [171]

750 –40°C to +85°C –40°C to +85°C
IP68, submersion
proof to 3000 m

depth
MIL STD 810-G Mechanical (std), cable tie, premium foam (option)

Automotive supply chain, logistics and postal, manufacturing
tote tracking

e3.48 [172]

800 –40°C to +85°C –40°C to +85°C
IP68, submersion
proof to 3000 m

depth
MIL STD 810-G Mechanical (std), cable tie, premium foam (option)

Retail supply chain, logistics and postal, manufacturing tote
tracking

e3.48 [173]

Dura

1500
ABS: –40°C to

+65°C , PC:
–40°C to +100°C

Long-term max. temp. exposure
(days, weeks, years) ABS: +65°C ,

PC: +100°C , Short-term max.
temp. exposure (minutes, hours)

ABS: +75°C , PC: +120°C

IP68 MIL STD 810-G
Manual (standard), Standard foam adhesive (option),

Premium foam adhesive (option)
Container tracking for yard management, cargo tracking,

defense asset management
e11.6 [175]

3000
ABS: –40°C to

+65°C , PC:
–40°C to +100°C

Long-term max. temp. exposure
(days, weeks, years) ABS: +65°C ,

PC: +100°C , Short-term max.
temp. exposure (minutes, hours)

ABS: +75°C , PC: +120°C

IP68 MIL STD 810-G
Manual (standard), standard foam adhesive (option),

premium foam adhesive (option)
Cargo and container tracking, heavy equipment tracking and

maintenance, location identification in lay down zones
e17.4 [176]

600 –40°C to +85°C

Long-term max. temp. exposure
(days, weeks, years) +85°C,

Short-term max. temp. exposure
(minutes, hours) +105°C

IP68 MIL STD 810-G Industrial foam tape 3M PT1100
Deployed production equipment, chemical drums, beverage

kegs
e6.38 [174]

Adept

850 -20°C to +85°C -20°C to +85°C IP68 MIL STD 810-G

Rivet/screw (not included), foam or thin film
adhesive (option), riveting is highly recommended

for applications above 55°C. Attachment hole
(diameter: 5.2 mm)

Manufacturing and supply, outdoor and industrial operations
(engine carrier tags in assembly operations, trolley and carrier

tags in power train operations, dunnage/RTI tags for
warehouse operations)

e31.9 [178]

360 -40°C to +85°C

Long-term max. temp. exposure
(days, weeks, years) +120°C,

Short-term max. temp. exposure
(minutes, hours) +140°C

IP68 MIL STD 810-G Tether attachment (not included)
Very heavy industry applications. Identification of lifting

equipment for maintenance and inventory management (e.g.,
slings, shackles, heavy machinery)

e23.2 [177]

are 63.75×37.72×25.4 mm with a weight of 51 g.

B. SOFTWARE

1) Passive RFID

Data were collected through a specific application imple-
mented in C# using the native Software Development Kit
(SDK) of the A6 UHF RFID SEUIC reader. Such an applica-
tion provides the following functionality:

• Configuration of automatic scanning operations for
reading tags periodically.

• Read and write tags. The Received Signal Strength
(RSS) values obtained from each tag are shown during
the reading process. RSS values are internally stored and
can be later sent wirelessly to a remote database on the
Fog Layer or in Navantia’s cloud.

• Configuration of the reading and writing frequency
(e.g., in UHF 902-928 MHz).

• Configuration of the transmission power between 20-
26 dBm.

In order to perform the previously mentioned operations,
the application shows three main menus:

• The "Inventory" menu shows the Unique Identifiers
(UIDs) of the read tags, their RSS values and the number
of times they have been read.

• The "Read Tag/Write Tag" menu enables reading the
information stored on tags and allows for editing it.

• The "Pipe Details" menu reads the information stored by
a tag, process it and shows the details of the tagged item.
As an example, Figure 7 shows a screenshot of such a
menu. As it can be observed, the provided data ease the
labor of operators when looking for a specific item (i.e.,
it shows a picture of the item) or when needing to obtain
its characteristics fast.

2) Active RFID

In the case of the Active RFID software, no software was
developed for the performed measurements, since the reader
already includes an embedded web server that can be ac-
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FIGURE 7: Passive RFID mobile reader running the devel-
oped software.

cessed through Ethernet and that provides all the information
regarding the detected active tags and their signal strength.

VII. STAGE 4: EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A. TEST METHODOLOGY

After performing successfully in the lab development tests on
the hardware and software, real-world tests were conducted
in a Navantia’s OPV that was under construction in the
shipyard of Ferrol [181]. A picture of the warship is shown
in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8: Ship where the tests were performed.

The aim of the experiments was to validate the selected
technologies in order to determine the maximum reading dis-
tances obtained by each RFID tag under in different locations
of the ship that had different densities of metallic objects. The
tests were primarily focused on assessing the most favorable
cases for determining how far the selected RFID tags could
be read: if the results for the best-case scenario are not as
good as expected, then, obviously, the system will perform
worse in more complex scenarios.

The tests were also designed to obtain results that could
be compared with previous tests that were carried out in a
lab and in shipyard workshops [7]. Specifically, experiments
were performed to:

• Analyze how the physical characteristics of the test
shipbuilding environments influence the RSS values
collected by the Auto-ID system. As it is explained
in our previous works [7], [21], such RSS values may
be potentially processed and used by real-time location
systems and ICPSs to estimate the location of the tag.

• Check whether additional challenges must be faced for
such a specific scenario in order to deploy an Auto-ID
system.

• Evaluate whether the system will be able to serve as
a basis for designing future traceability systems within
ships that rely on IIoT devices.

Two types of experiments were performed with passive
and active RFID:

• Outdoor ship block. With passive RFID tags, the maxi-
mum reading distance was obtained in a ship block that
was being built outdoors, next to a shipyard workshop.
Such a scenario represents a typical shipbuilding en-
vironment where communications are less exposed to
multipath interference than inside a ship.

• Inside the OPV. Tests were performed inside the OPV,
where four experimental scenarios were defined:

– Maximum reading distance with LoS with passive
UHF RFID. For each of the selected RFID tags,
it was determined the maximum distance at which
the tags could be read correctly when oriented in
the most favorable position (when the tag and the
reader antennas were in parallel).

– Angle reading tests with passive RFID tags. The
objective of these tests was to determine, for each of
the selected tags, the maximum angle (with respect
to the reader antenna) that allowed for obtaining a
reading from the tags.

– Scenario with a high density of metallic objects.
For each passive RFID tag, the impact of metal ob-
ject density was evaluated. A very high metal object
density is usual in specific areas of the ship, such
as where there is machinery like the wastewater
processing plant or in certain areas with metallic
floors or walkways.

– Coverage inside the ship with active RFID tags.
The coverage radius inside the vessel was estimated
in a representative ship scenario.

B. PASSIVE RFID IN AN OUTDOOR SHIP BLOCK

As it was previously mentioned, a ship block (shown in
Figures 3 and 9, as viewed from outside and inside, respec-
tively) was chosen as a traditional shipbuilding scenario that
represents an intermediate building stage carried out between
individual element manufacturing (which takes place in the
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workshops/warehouses of a shipyard) and the construction
stages performed inside the ship.

FIGURE 9: Inside the outdoor ship block.

1) Maximum reading distance with LoS

A ship block is a scenario that has a lower density of pipes
than most of the areas inside a ship and where LoS can be
achieved. In such a scenario, the evaluated tags were attached
to one of the main pipes of the ship block at a height of 1.5 m,
as illustrated in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10: Testing of a passive RFID tag attached to one
of the main pipes of the ship block.

Table 8 shows the RSS values obtained when reading the
selected nine passive tags at different distances (from 0.5 m
to 6 m) in ideal circumstances (i.e., with LoS and with the
antenna reader and the tag in parallel and at the same height).

Thus, Table 8 allows for concluding that Dura 1500 was
the only tag that could be read by the reader up to a 6 m
distance. In contrast, Dura 600 showed a very short reading
range, very similar to the one obtained by Fit 400, which has
significantly smaller dimensions (13.1×7.1×3.1 mm versus
49×38×9.5 mm). The rest of the tags behaved as expected:
with good tolerance to the fact of being attached to a metallic
pipe and with a reading distance that was proportional to their
antenna size.

2) Influence of the tag reading angle
In an RFID UHF system, the beam of the antennas is typ-
ically narrow to increase reading distance, so the reading
angle at which a tag can be read is limited. In order to
quantify such an angle, additional measurements were taken
in the ship block but attaching each tag to a pipe that was
close to the ceiling of the ship block, as it is illustrated in
Figure 11.

FIGURE 11: Testing of tag reading angles.

Table 9 shows the obtained RSS values at the maximum
reading distances for the evaluated tags at different reading
angles. As it can be observed, Dura 600 and Fit 400, which
were the tags that performed worse in the previous experi-
ment, cannot be read continuously at the evaluated reading
angles (note that the previous experiment was performed at
a 90° angle but with the tag at a 1.5 m height). Tags with
an adequate performance in the previous reading range test
(i.e., Dura 1500 and Exo 800), also showed acceptable RSS
values for their maximum reading distance (between 2.6 and
6 meters). However, it must be noted that all tags obtained
lower RSS values when modifying their reading angle respect
to the optimal reading position (i.e., with the tag and the
reader antennas in parallel (at 90°) and at the same height).
Nonetheless, although different RSS values were obtained,
all the selected tags except for Dura 600 and Fit 400 would be
easily read in real-world conditions in the proposed scenario.

C. PASSIVE RFID PERFORMANCE INSIDE THE SHIP

The inner areas of the OPV have a higher density of metallic
objects than the ship block (e.g., the floor is metallic, most
of the equipment and pipes are already installed), so, in
terms of electromagnetic propagation, it represents a tougher
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TABLE 8: RSS values (in dBm) obtained for the different tags at different distances inside the ship block.

Reading Distance

Tag Model
Exo 600 Adept 850 Exo 750 Exo 800 Adept 360 Dura 1500 Dura 3000 Dura 600 Fit 400

0.5 m -37 -47 -50 -54 -57 -56 -62 64 -60

1 m -53 -52 -55 -54 -62 -64 -61 X X

2 m -49 -62 -70 -60 -73 -68 -60 X X

3 m -61 -63 -65 -67 -73 -66 -65 X X

4 m -57 X -70 -65 -72 -77 -61 X X

5 m X X -77 -71 -72 -76 -67 X X

6 m X X X X X -69 X X X

X (in red) means that no readings were received continuously at such a distance (i.e., in some cases a signal was collected sporadically, but due to temporary
reflections). Green: very good signal; yellow: good signal.

TABLE 9: RSS values (in dBm) and maximum reading distances for the evaluated tags at different reading angles inside the
ship block.

Reading Angle

Tag model
Exo 600 Adept 850 Exo 750 Exo 800 Adept 360 Dura 1500 Dura 3000 Dura 600 Fit 400

0° 5 m | -63 1.9 m | -60 5.5 m | -60 5.5 m | -71 2.2 m | -72 3.7 m | -75 2.3 m | -67 X X

45° 5.2 m | -50 0.8 m | -54 5.3 m | -67 4.9 m | -64 3.5 m | -71 6 m | -76 4.5 m | -66 X X

90° 4 m | -63 0.7 m | -60 2.9 m | -63 2.9 m | -66 3.3 m | - 64 4.5 m | -75 3.6 m | -60 X X

135° 4.4 m | -65 0.6 m | -61 3.6 m | -64 2.6 m | -65 2.8 m | - 73 4.5 m | -75 4.2 m | -63 X X

180° 5 m | -65 1.5 m | -58 5 m | -60 4 m | -67 5 m | -69 5 m | -75 2.8 m | -63 X X

X (in red) means that no readings were received continuously at such a distance (i.e., in some cases a signal was collected sporadically, but due to temporary
reflections). Green: good reading distance; yellow: sufficient but short reading distance for the scenario.

scenario than the ship block. The next subsections describe
the experiments performed in such an environment, which
were identical to the ones carried out in the ship block, but
with distance restrictions (i.e., the elements mounted on the
ship limited the distance at which tests can be performed) and
with the presence of more metallic items.

1) Maximum reading distance with LoS
For this set of tests, the evaluated tags were attached to a
metallic pipe at a height of 1 m (as illustrated in Figure 12)
and with LoS, in order to determine their maximum reading
range in the proposed scenario.

FIGURE 12: LoS scenario inside the OPV.

Table 10 shows the obtained RSS values. Dura 600 and
Fit 400 get similar results respect to the tests performed
in the ship block. However, the rest of the tags reach the
same or even longer reading distances. This gain may be

surprising due to the complex communications scenario, but
it is actually such a scenario, where signal reflections occur
throughout the ship, which eventually increases reading dis-
tance. In contrast to the results obtained during the ship block
tests, where the RSS values decreased in proportion to the
reading range, inside the OPV there is not a clear correlation
between RSS and distance, so the scenario makes it difficult
to establish a mathematical model that relates tag location
with RSS [7], [21]. A clear example can be observed with
Exo 750: RSS is lower when reading the tag at 0.5 m than for
larger distances due to the signal reflections that occur inside
the ship.

The obtained larger reading distances may seem an advan-
tage, but they can suppose a problem when trying to read a
specific tag, since several of them might be read. Fortunately,
in the developed Auto-ID system this potential issue can be
easily solved: although the operator may read several tags at
the same time, he/she can easily distinguish which is attached
to an item, since the RFID reader software shows a picture
and the characteristics of each object.

2) Influence of the tag reading angle

This set of experiments was performed in the scenario shown
in Figure 13, where there is the same pipe density level than
in the scenario described in the previous subsection, but it
was modified the location of the tags to place them close to
the ceiling, at a height of approximately 2 m. It must be noted
that, inside the ship, the space in some of the compartments
was limited, so reading distance was constrained by the
characteristics of the area instead of by the selected RFID
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TABLE 10: RSS values achieved (in dBm) with the different tags at different distances inside the OPV.

Reading Distance

Tag model
Exo 600 Adept 850 Exo 750 Exo 800 Adept 360 Dura 1500 Dura 3000 Dura 600 Fit 400

0.5m -49 -53 -63 -51 -68 -65 -60 X* X**

1m -47 -53 -54 -57 -69 -70 -67 X X

2m -53 -54 -55 -65 -68 -63 -60 X X

3m -53 -58 -60 -65 -72 -65 -64 X X

4m -62 -58 -63 -66 -71 -65 -64 X X

5m -59 -60 -68 -66 -70 -72 -65 X X

X (in red): means that no continuous readings were obtained or when RSS values were collected sporadically. * Readings were obtained between 30-40 cm
with an RSS value of -63. ** Readings were obtained between 30-40 cm with an RSS value of -55 (in dBm). Green: very good signal; yellow: good signal.

technology.

FIGURE 13: Testing of tag reading angles inside the OPV.

Table 11 shows the obtained results. The behavior of the
different tags differs significantly with respect to the previous
set of tests inside the ship. For instance, for the Exo 600
and Adept 850 their reading range was substantially reduced:
while in the previous LoS scenario (where the tag was at a
1 m height) both tags could be read at 5 m, their maximum
reading distance in the second set of tests did not reach 4 m
at 90°. The rest of the tested tags, except for Dura 600 and
Fit 400 (whose signal was not received for a distance of more
than 0.5 m), show mostly lower RSS values than the ones
obtained in Section VII-B.

Like in the LoS scenario, RSS fluctuations are noticeable,
so it is not straightforward to determine a mathematical
function that takes the received signal level of a tag as an
input and then returns as an output the estimated distance
to the reader with a high level of precision. Nonetheless,
it seems possible to stabilize the RSS by reducing noise
(and, therefore, increase the accuracy) by exploiting spatial
diversity techniques or by applying algorithms like Kalman
filtering (such a stabilization is out of the scope of this paper,
but the interested reader can find further information in [21]).

3) Inside the OPV with a very high density of metallic objects
Figure 14 shows a picture of the selected scenario, where,
as an example, a tag was located 0.5 m under a rack and the
reader was at a 1.5 m height.

Table 12 shows the obtained RSS values. It can be ob-
served that, except for Dura 600 and Fit 400, the tags could

FIGURE 14: Tag reading in an area of very high density of
metallic objects.

be read with high RSS values, ranging between -54 and -
69 dBm, and with no significant oscillations.

D. ACTIVE RFID INSIDE THE OPV

In our previous article [7], tests were conducted with the
selected active RFID reader by following a similar method-
ology to the one described in Section VII-B for measuring
propagation loss with LoS in a shipyard workshop. Although
the active RFID technology used in such an article was ap-
propriate for a workshop scenario with real-time positioning
requirements, it does not seem to be the optimal technology
for identification, localization and traceability inside a ship,
since, due to military restrictions, the selected active RFID
tags should not be a source a potential electromagnetic com-
munications interference or emit signals that can be detected
by enemies when used for lifetime product traceability. In
addition, active RFID is not usually recommended for track-
ing components in a ship during their lifetime, since tags rely
on batteries. Nevertheless, a coverage test was performed to
check if it would be possible to use the developed Auto-ID
system for future use cases during the ship construction stage
(e.g., for inventory tracking or asset management).

During these tests the active RFID reader remained in a
static spot, in the dining room of the OPV. Then, an active
RFID tag was moved throughout the ship to determine the
coverage radius (e.g., the maximum reading distance inside
the OPV for such a scenario). The obtained results are illus-
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TABLE 11: RSS values achieved with the different tags at different distances and different reading angles inside the OPV.

Reading Angle

Tag model
Exo 600 Adept 850 Exo 750 Exo 800 Adept 360 Dura 1500 Dura 3000 Dura 600 Fit 400

0° 3.6 m | -54 1.1 m |-60 6.9 m | -67 7 m | -64 4.3 m | -70 7.8 m | -77 6.1 m | -54 5 cm | -61 X

45° 3.7 m | -59 1.5 m | -59 4.3 m | -62 4.3 m | -67 4.3 m | -71 4.3 m | -73 4.3 m | -55 0.5 m | -62 0.3 m | -67

90° 3.25 m |-55 2 m | -61 3.8 m | -63 3.8 m | -63 2.9 m | -68 3.8 m | -65 3.8 m | -61 0.5 m | -63 0.4 m | -65

135° 3.1 m | -59 1.9 m | -62 4.3 m | -67 4.3 m | - 68 4 m | -64 4.3 m | -67 4.3 m | -64 0.2 m | -61 0.2 m | -63

180° 3 m | -58 1.1 m | -57 4 m | -67 4.4 m | -69 2.6 m | -70 4.4 m | -72 3.6 m | -68 5 cm | -62 0.1 m | -64

X (in red) means that no readings were received continuously at such a distance (i.e., in some cases a signal was collected sporadically, but due to temporary
reflections). Green: good reading distance; yellow: sufficient but short reading distance for the scenario.

TABLE 12: RSS values achieved with the different tags under a very high density of metallic objects.

Tag model Exo 600 Adept 850 Exo 750 Exo 800 Adept 360 Dura 1500 Dura 3000 Dura 600 Fit 400

RSS value -60 -58 -69 -65 -68 -69 -54 X X

trated in Figures 15 and 16, which depict the horizontal and
vertical projections of the blueprint of the ship, respectively.
Such Figures include an orange circle that indicates where
the active RFID reader was located and a green area that
represents the area where the active RFID tag could be read
continuously. Note that the total length of the OPV is around
90 m, the maximum breadth around 14 m and the design
draught around 4 m, and, as it can be observed in Figures 15
and 16, the whole OPV could be covered by using a limited
number of active RFID readers.

FIGURE 15: Blueprint of the OPV showing the active UHF
RFID coverage (horizontal projection).

FIGURE 16: Blueprint of the OPV showing the active UHF
RFID coverage (vertical projection).

E. KEY FINDINGS

After analyzing the results obtained in the ship block and
inside the OPV, it seems that passive UHF RFID system is
suitable for traceability inside the ship, achieving a promising
reading range and RSS values, even when the tags and
the reader were surrounded by numerous metallic objects.
However, it was clear that some of the tag models were not
appropriate for the test scenarios due to their poor perfor-
mance (e.g., Dura 600 and Fit 400). In addition, tags with
better performance were, in certain scenarios, a worst fit in
terms of usability (i.e., it was hard to attach them to certain

pipes due to their physical characteristics). Furthermore, as it
can be observed in Table 13, some of the claims of the manu-
facturer could not be corroborated in the evaluated empirical
scenarios. Such claims affect Dura 600, Dura 3000 and Adept
360°. In the case of Dura 600, the expect reading range
was supposed to reach 2.5 m when the tag was read with
a handheld reader, but in the performed tests it could only
be read up to 0.5 m (different tags of the same model were
tested in case the first one was damaged, but yielded the same
result). Regarding Dura 3000, it could be read up to roughly
a 5 m distance in the ship block, but no farther, so in such
a scenario it could not be obtained the maximum claimed
35 meter reading range or even a third of it. Finally, with
respect to Adept 360°, it actually obtained a good reading
range and angle results (up to 5 m in the ship block and a 0 to
180° reading angle), but it did not reach the claimed 10 meter
reading distance.

The results of some of the passive RFID tags can be
compared with the ones obtained in a shipyard workshop
in [7]. Such a comparison is performed by means of Table
14, where the maximum reading distance results achieved
in the two scenarios analyzed in this paper with the ones
obtained in a shipyard pipe workshop in [7]. As it can be
observed, for every tag, the maximum reading distance in the
pipe workshop is equal or larger than in the ship block or
inside the OPV. The most relevant differences occur with Exo
800 and Dura 1500, whose reading distance in the workshop
triples and almost quadruples, respectively, the best reading
distances obtained for the scenarios studied in this paper. This
is due to the fact that the measurements carried out in the
pipe workshop had LoS and barely any surrounding metallic
objects that may impact signal propagation.

The results obtained in this article can also be compared
with the ones shown in [7] regarding the impact of the reading
angle of Dura 1500 and Exo 800, but considering that the
measurement scenario described in [7] differs significantly.
Specifically, in [7] it is obtained the maximum reading dis-
tance for the pipe workshop and when using two different
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TABLE 13: Validation of the manufacturer’s claims on the features of the selected passive RFID tags.

Tag Manufacturer’s claim Is it true for the ship block scenario? Is it true for the OPV scenario?

Exo 600 Long reading distance (3 m with a handheld reader) Yes Yes

Exo 600 Broad reading angle when attached to metal bar Yes Yes

Exo 750 Broad reading angle Yes Yes

Exo 750 Well suited for being attached to metal assets Yes Yes

Exo 800 Long reading range (4 m with a handheld reader) Yes Yes

Exo 800 Optimized to read on, off, and near metal surfaces Yes Yes

Dura 600
Good on-metal performance (expected reading range: 2.5 m with a
handhenld reader)

No No

Dura 1500 Long range (7.5 m with a handheld reader) Yes Yes

Dura 1500
Suited for outdoor heavy industry deployments (e.g., container tracking
for yard management, defense asset management or cargo tracking)

Yes Yes

Dura 3000 Reaches reading ranges of up to 35 m, on, off or near metals No N/A (it could be read at the maximum tested reading distance)

Adept 360° It has a 360°reading angle for the harshest environmental applications Yes (for the tested for 0 to 180°) Yes (for the tested 0 to 180°)

Adept 360°
Ideal for tracking slings, shackles and heavy machinery (10 m reading
distance)

No N/A (it could be read at the maximum tested reading distance)

TABLE 14: Maximum reading distance results compared to the ones obtained in a shipyard workshop in [7].

Tag Ship Block Inside the OPV Pipe Workshop [7]

Fit 400 X 0.4 m 2 m

Exo 600 4 m 3.25 m 4 m

Exo 750 2.9 m 3.8 m 6 m

Exo 800 2.9 m 3.8 m 12 m

Dura 1500 4.5 m 3.8 m 15 m

Dura 3000 3.6 m 3.8 m 15 m

Dura 600 X 0.5 m 2 m

Adept 360° 3.3 m 2.9 m 11 m

antenna array configurations that made use of four antennas:
in one configuration the four antennas were in parallel while
in the other the antennas formed and ’L-shaped’ array. Thus,
Table 15 shows that the use of a linear array of directional
antennas in the workshop scenario improves remarkably
reading distance respect to when using a handheld reader, but
only in the direction where the antenna array beam is pointing
at, so, in contrast to the handheld reader, reading distance
decreases significantly with reading angle. Such a decrease
can be compensated with specific designs of antenna arrays
like the evaluated ’L-shaped’ array, thus providing the hand-
held reader a good compromise between reading distance
and angle for Dura 1500 and Exo 800, even in complex

communications scenarios like the ship block or inside a
warship.

In relation to the tests performed for this article, it is
worth noting that additional challenges were detected for the
deployment of an Auto-ID system inside a ship or ship block:

• The tags with the worst reading ranges required to hold
the handheld reader in a non-comfortable way to collect
readings. Therefore, if any of such tags is selected for a
practical deployment, the positioning of the tags should
be carefully considered to ease the operator work.

• Some of the tags, due to their form factor, were difficult
to attach to the monitored pipes. Besides selecting the
most appropriate tags, the Auto-ID system designer will
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TABLE 15: Maximum reading distance results at different angles compared to the ones obtained in a shipyard workshop in [7].

Reading
Angle

Dura 1500 in
Ship Block (with
handheld reader)

Dura 1500 inside
OPV (with

handheld reader)

Dura 1500 inside
Pipe Workshop

(with Linear
Antenna Array)

Exo 800 in Ship
Block (with

handheld reader)

Exo 800 inside
OPV (with

handheld reader)

Exo 800 inside
Pipe Workshop

(with Linear
Antenna Array)

Exo 800 inside
Pipe Workshop

(with ’L-shaped’
Antenna Array)

90° 4.5 m 3.8 m 15 m 2.9 m 3.8 m 12 m 7m

135° 4.5 m 4.3 m 4 m 2.6 m 4.3 m 4 m 6 m

180° 5 m 4.4 m 1 m 4 m 4.4 m 0.5 m 7 m

have to determine which items should be monitored and
whether it is worthy to tag certain small size or low value
parts.

• As a general conclusion, it can be stated that some of the
selected passive RFID tags can be used for implement-
ing a traceability system for shipbuilding, but system
designers should be aware of the issues that arise mainly
inside a ship: reflections lead to larger-than-expected
reading distances, which can suppose a problem when
trying to read a specific tag, since several of them
might be read simultaneously in spite of being scattered
throughout nearby locations. In this situation, the Auto-
ID system would need to implement disambiguation
techniques, like only showing the tags with the highest
RSS or, as it was implemented in the system presented
in Section VII, the reader software can show a picture
and the characteristics of the identified items.

With respect to the tested active RFID system, the read-
ing distance was surprisingly high but, in contrast to other
scenarios like workshops or the shipyard [182], its use for
traceability in a ship in operation is unsuitable due to the
reader deployment needs and potential electromagnetic in-
terference caused by weapons, machinery or other ship’s
navigation, tactical or surveillance systems that operate at
the same or near-by frequencies (e.g., active radar [183],
[184]). Nevertheless, in a ship under construction, active
RFID technology could be used for inventory purposes, to
know in real-time whether an asset or product is inside a
certain area. The active RFID results are in line with the
ones specified by the manufacturer, around 90 m in a LoS
scenario. In addition, such results can be compared with the
ones previously obtained in a shipyard workshop in [7]: the
maximum reading distance is similar to the one obtained in
the workshop, where tags could be read 95% of the time at a
distance of 100 m when using high-gain antennas. However,
in [7] it was concluded that, the longer the distance, the
less accurate the RSS-based distance estimations, so multi-
antenna algorithms and Kalman filtering were needed to sta-
bilize RSS and thus improve the accuracy of the positioning
system.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the previous findings
and conclusions are specific for the selected scenarios and for
the purpose of technology validation, so future researchers
should adapt the proposed methodology to their own scenar-

ios and carry out an appropriate validation campaign on them.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This article described a methodology for analyzing, design-
ing, implementing and validating Auto-ID solutions for In-
dustry 5.0 scenarios. After reviewing the main characteristics
and challenges of Industry 5.0, the proposed methodology
was described and applied to the development of an Auto-
ID system for identifying and keeping traceability of the
components of a ship under construction, where supply chain
traceability is a unique industrial challenge. First, the se-
lected use case was defined and the specific operational and
technical requirements were analyzed. Second, the commu-
nications architecture was detailed. Next, the article reviewed
the most relevant Auto-ID and communications technologies
that can be used for providing identification capabilities in
Industry 5.0 applications. The proposed technologies were
evaluated in order to select the most appropriate technology
to cope with the requirements of the analysis stage. As a
result, passive and active UHF RFID hardware and software
components were selected, and the Auto-ID system was im-
plemented and validated in an Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV)
under construction. The obtained results show that passive
UHF RFID was appropriate for traceability applications,
while active RFID can be used for inventory management. As
a general conclusion it can be stated that, while the selection
of the Auto-ID technology is highly dependent on the specific
use case and technologies are rapidly evolving, the proposed
methodology and empirical evaluations can ease the work
of future developers and help them to design and implement
future Industry 5.0 Auto-ID applications.
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